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1 INTRODUCTION 
Every non-empty compact convex subset in is specified uniquely by the support 
function of this subset introduced by Minkowski, which is characterized as a positively 
homogeneous convex real-valued function. -A-B. Romanowska and J.D.H. Smith ex­
tended this idea so that the modal of bounded convex subsets in R'^ is isomorphic to a 
submodaJ of the modal of functions from R'^ to a codomain modal Dd which is generated 
from R and ajiother modai by an ordinal product. In other words, every bounded convex 
subset in R"^ is determined uniquely by the newly defined support function from R'^ to 
Dd. 
The purpose of this thesis is to extend these results to unbounded convex subsets of 
R'^. The key task is to define a codomain (contadning Dd) of another new support 
function with the modal property. We will show that there is an isomorphism between 
the collection of convex subsets in i?'' and a submodal of the modal of functions from 
R'^ to Dd^-, containing Dd-
The notions of modes and modals are necessaxy to give some algebraic structures 
on the collections of the convex subsets in Plonka sums and ordinal products will 
be used to define a modal Dd^- Lallement sums give some help to obtain an algebraic 
structure on the extended real numbers R^°°. The fourth chapter summarizes some 
results on Minkowski support functions eind shows how these results are used to define 
Dd^ and support functions for arbitrary convex sets. In the fifth chapter, the isomor­
phism between the modai of convex sets in and the submodal of support functions 
of convex sets is demonstrated. 
2 MODES AND MODALS 
We need some algrbraic structure on the collection of the convex subsets in This 
collection should be closed under this algebraic structure. The usual set operation is not 
suitable in here, for example, the union of two separate convex subsets are not convex. 
The correct algebraic structure on this collection contains convex combinations forming a 
mode and the majcimimi operation forming a join semilattice, the convex combinations 
distributing over this join so that the two structures combine to form a modal. In this 
chapter, the definitions of mode and modal will be given and the properties of theirs 
investigated. 
An operation u; on a set A is a mapping u; : A" .4; (ai,... , a„) i—)• oi • • • for 
some non-negative integer n. An algebra (A, fi) is a set A equipped with a set Q of 
operations on A. For each subset Q of fi, the algebra (A, fi) is said to be a reduct of 
the aigebra (A, fl). A subsilgebra (A, f2) of an algebra (A,fi) is a subset A C A of .4 
for which the restriction of each operation : A" —> A in ft to (A)" maps to A. If a 
singleton subset a of an algebra (A, 17) is a subalgebra (a, 11), then the element a is said 
to be idempotent. An algebra (A,!)) is said to idempotent if every element of A 
is an idempotent of (A, Q). If X is a subset of A, then the intersection < X > of all the 
subalgebras of (A, Q) containing A' is itself a subaigebra (< AT >, 12) of (A, f2), called the 
subalgebra generated by the set X. The elements of X axe called generators of 
algebra (< X >,12). 
The type of an algebra (A, 12) is the arity mapping r : 12 K from the set 12 of 
operations into the set of naturai numbers, regarded ais a subset of 12 x K. Given two 
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algebras { A . n ) . ( B . Q )  of the same type, a mapping / : (.4,0) ^  a f  i s  said 
to be a homomorphism if 
<2l • • • 
for each operation u j  in fi and for each u;r-tuple (ai. • • • . a^ r )  in . If / is also bijective. 
it is called an isomorphism, and this relation between (.4.Q) and (B.Q) is denoted 
~ (B.Q). 
If a partially ordered set (A. <+) is just assumed to have least upper bounds (joins) 
z + y of pairs x,t/ of elements of A, then the idempotent algebra (.4. +) is called a join 
semilattice. The order is recovered from the join operation via 
^  < + y  X  +  y  =  y .  
Dually, if a partially ordered set (A, <.) is assumed to have greatest lower bounds (meet) 
X • y o{ pair x,j/ of elements of A, then the idempotent algebra (.4., •) is called a meet 
semilattice. The order is recovered from the meet operation via 
X  <. y X  • y  = X .  
Let r : —)• be a given type, eind let X be a set disjoint from Q. .\ concatenation 
s = (ji • • • cr„ of symbol Ci from A" U f) is called a string of length ^(5) = n. The set 
of aJl such strings is denoted < X U >". This set becomes an algebra ((A' U f2)*, fi) 
on defining 
UJ :  {si , . . .  ,  ^urr) Si  • •  •  SujT-UJ 
for each uj in Q. The subaigebra XQ of ((X U n)',n) generated by X is called the 
absolutely free fi-algebra on X, and its elements are referred to as fi-words in 
X. 
The fi-words of length 1 are just the elements of X and the nullaxy operations in Q.. 
Longer fi-words have the form 
W  =  S i - - - S n U J  (2.1) 
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where u; is an n-ary operation, n > 0 and Si.... .Sn are shorter Q-words in X. To 
facilitate the recognition of fi-vvords amongst general strings and the specification of 
functions with XQ as domain, define the valency t'(5) of a non-empty string 5 = 
CTi • • - an to be y(5) = where is 1 for a, in A' and I — a^r for cr, in Q. 
The valency of the empty string 0 is defined to be 0. The starts of a string s = ai - • •  
are the strings (Ji • • - a, with 1 < 2 < n, such a start being called proper if z < n. 
Schroter's theorem 2.1. ([5,132]) A string in (A' Uf2)' is an fi-word if and only if 
(i) it has valency 1 and 
(ii) its starts has positive valency. 
The expression (2.1) for a word of length greater than 1 is unique. • 
The immediate value of Schroter's Theorem is in showing that the absolutely free 
fi-aigebra AQ on A' has a certain universality properity. 
Proposition 2.2. ([5,133]) For each mapping / : A' -> .4 from A to the underlying 
set A of an algebra (A, fi), there is a unique homomorphism 
/' : (Afi,fi) -)• (A,fi) 
whose restriction to the set A is /. • 
Now consider the set Fin A of finite subsets of the set A. This set may be made 
into an algebra of type r on defining 
C J ;  FinA-^'-^ Fin A;(Ai,... ,A^^)H ^ AiU---UA^^. 
for ujT > 0 and 
( Fin A )°uj = 0 
otherwise. Then by Proposition 2.2, the mapping 
/ ; A —> Fin A ; x t-> {x} 
may be extended to a unique homomorphism 
/' : Af2 -> Fin A . 
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For an f>-vvord u-. the finite subset wf of A' is called the set arg(ir) of arguments 
of the word w. 
In general, a pair (u'l, W2) of f]-words is called an identity (or law ). often written 
wi = 1V2 if for each mapping / : arg(u'l) U arg( u,'2) .4. the images Wif and u-o/' under 
the homomorphism 
/' : (arg(u,'i) U arg(u.'2))fi .4 
defined by Proposition 2.2 coincide. Note that then all the subalgebras and homomorphic 
images of (A, fi) cdso satisfy the identity, while the products of algebras satisfying an 
identity also satisfy it. An identity wi = W2 is said to be regular if arg(iwi)=arg(u'2). 
and irregular otherwise. .An identity wi = W2 is said to be lineau* if the multiplicities 
of each argument of wi and W2 are at most 1. An identity is said to be balanced if it 
is both regular and lineax. 
Definition 2.3. .A.n algebra (.4,0) is said to be entropic if. for each operation u,' 
of Q, the mapping uj : —>• {A,Q) is homomorphic. 
Let UJ and u>f be m-ary and n-ary operations respectively. For each a,j in .4 with 
1 < f < n, 1 < J < m, (cii, • • • , OinijeA'" for each i so that 
(cZi i , a i 2 ,  .  .  .  ,  aim)(a21i  ^ 221 •  •  •  1  a2m) •  •  •  (Onl i  an2,  •  •  •  1  ^ n m  
= (auOai • • • O.I2O.22 • • • • • • 1 0.lm.0-2m ' ' ' 
If UJ is homomorphic, then 
( f lu ,  .  .  .  ,  f l lm)(f l21  ?  •  •  •  1  02m) '  '  '  (^nl i  •  •  •  ?  Onm 
~ (^ll7 • • •  1 Qlm)'*'  (^211 • •  • 1 '  '  '  (^nl» • •  • i  Qnm 
SO that 
011021 • • * 12^22 • • • O-ra'-^^ " " ' ^lm0.2m ' * ' ^ 
— a21<^22 •  •  •  0'2m^ * "  '  0.nl0-n2 ' ' ' 1^'• 
For example, let {R,I°) be an algebra with the operations pel° = (0,1) such that 
xyp = (1 -p)x + py. 
xzpywpq = xyqzwqp 
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because 
x z p y w p q  =  { I  -  q )  •  { { I  -  p ) x p : }  +  q  •  { { I  -  p ) y - r  p u ' }  
= (1 - P) • {(1 - <7)^ + 9!/} + P • {(1 - g)- + 
= {I -  p) • xyq +p • =wq 
= xyqzwqp 
Thus [R^. 1°) is an entropic algebra. 
For subsets A'j,... .X„ of an algebra (.4 < fi) and for an operation u;. of arity n. 
define 
X1X2 • • • X„UJ = {XIX2 • • • Z„U;|X,£A',}. 
This is called the complex cj-product of the subsets X^. 
Definition 2.4. A mode (A,f2) is an idempotent and entropic algebra of type 
T : Cl 
If (.4, fi) is a mode, let AS denote the set of non-empty subaJgebras of {A.Cl).  For 
an n-axy operation u} of fl, the complex u;-product Si • • • Sn^J of elements 5i,... , Sn of 
AS is a non-empty subalgebra of (A, fi) because for each operation ujf, of axity m, and 
f o r  e l e m e n t  a , _ ,  o f  5 ,  w i t h  l < i < T i , l < j < m ,  
(QiI •  •  •  •  •  •  ( f l lm '  " '  — (Ol l  * *  "  Olm'^O '  '  '  ( '^"1  '  '  '  
6  Si • •  •  Sn^ 
Thus (A5, Q) is an algebra. 
Proposition 2.5. If (A, f2) is a mode, then (A5, fi) is aiso. 
Proof. For a non-empty subalgebra S of A, SS • • • SU; = {xi • • • x„a;|i,£5} C S. Con­
versely, since (A, CT) is idempotent, S = {x|x£5} = {x • • • xu;|x£5} C SS • • • SUJ SO that 
SS • • • SUJ = S. Thus (A5, fl) is idempotent. 
For each m-ary and n-ary operation a; and respectively. 
S11S21 • • • S12S22 • • •  Sn2<^'^ • •  •  S  
= •^ll '?12 '  • * Sim^' S21S22 • • • S2m'^' ' ' ' SnlSn2 ' ' ' 
because for each with 1 < z < n. 1 < j < m. 
ai,a21 • • • a nl '^f  0.12022 • • • Clji2^f • • •  aim02m • • • a,' 
— 011^12 • • •  Qlm^' 021022 '  '  " a2m«J-'  * " * anian2 '  * " ujf  
since (.4.0) is entropic. Thus (.45.0) is entropic. Therefore (.45.0) is a mode. • 
•A. class of algebras of type r is called variety if subalgebras. homomorphic images, 
and products of algebras in the class also lie in the cleiss. 
Garrett BirkhofF's Theorem 2.6. ([5,156]) A class of algebras of given type forms 
a variety if and only if it is the clciss of algebras satisfying a given set of identities. • 
The convex subsets of real affine spaces form a class C of algebras of type 1° x {2}. 
given by 
this class being closed under taking of subalgebras and products. 
The class C is not closed under the taking of homomorphic images, and hence is 
not a variety. Algebras in the smallest variety containing Q_ are called barycentric 
algebrsis. By Gaxrett Birkhoff's theorem, the barycentric aJgebrsis are characterised 
as algebra of type 1° x {2} satisfying a given set of identities. Theorem 2.8 gives a set 
of identities for barycentric algebras. 
Define the mapping i:  R —¥ R'^r \  — r.  Note that r" = r and (/")' = 1° . Let p and 
q denote elements of /°, and x,y,z elements of a convex subset of a real affine space. 
From Equation (2.2), we obtain the identities 
p : Ax A A; (01,02) ai(l  — p) + 02P, (2.2) 
xxp X  (2.3) 
xyp = yxpf.  (2.4) 
s 
xypzq = xp/qf + ypqf + zq 
=  x p f q f + [ y E f  +  = - ^ ] ( p l q ) .  
plq plq 
Setting X = y = r = 1 shows that p/qf + (pig) = 1. Thus 
xypzq = xyzi—^)ip/qf)/  (2.5) 
— (p'qn' 
The identities (2.4) and (2.5) are known as skew commutativity and skew asso­
ciativity respectively. 
Theorem 2.7. ([5,214]) The variety of barycentric algebras is the cla^s B of algebras 
of type 1° X {2}, satisfying the idempotence, skew commutativity, and skew associativity 
identities (2.3) - (2.5) for all p,q in 1°. • 
Corollary 2.8. ([5,215]) If (A, 1°) is barycentric algebra, then so is {AS, 1°).  •  
For a given barycentric algebra B, let 5(5, R) denote the set of 5-homomorphisms 
from B to the barycentric algebra (/?, 1°). A subset X of 5(5, R) is sziid to separate 
5 if ajid only if for each pair 6i 7^ 62 of distinct elements of 5, there is a homomorphism 
f in X with bif / 63/. 
Theorem 2.9. ([5,261]) A barycentric algebra 5 is a convex subset of a real aifine 
space if and only if 5(5,/2) separates 5. • 
Let AK be the set of non-empty compact convex subsets of A. 
Theorem 2.10. ([5,263]) Let A be a convex subsets of a finite-dimensional Euclidean 
space R'^. Then the sets AK are convex subsets of real affine spaces. More precisely, 
the barycentric algebras {AK, 1°) lie in the class C. • 
Example 2.11. (a) Let R  be the set of all real numbers. { R ,  1 ° )  is a mode where 
xyp = x{l — p) + yp for each x, y in R, pel°.  
(b)Let R!^K be the collection of all compact non-empty convex subset in {R^K, 1°) 
is a  mode where for each X and Y in R'^K and for each p in /°,  XYp = {zypjxeX, yeV) 
because of the Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 2.11. 
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(c) Let R^S be the collection of all non-empty convex subsets of R^. (R'^S. /'') is a mode 
with the same operation as above because of the Proposition 2.6. 
The sets AS carry join-semilattice structure (.45. +). determined by the partial order 
of set-theoretic containment. For subalgebras Si. S2 of .4. the operation -I- is defined by 
setting 5i + S2 =< Si U 52 >• 
The two structures, mode and semilattice. are related by certain distributive laws. .A. 
s e t  f 2  o f  o p e r a t i o n s  o n  a  s e t  B  i s  s a i d  t o  d i s t r i b u t e  o v e r  a  s e m i l a t t i c e  s t r u c t u r e  { B .  + )  
on B if  and only if for each u \n Q., 1 < j < uJt,  and xi, . . .  in B, 
X i  '  '  '  (Xj "f" X j ^ ) * * * X i  '  '  '  X j  '  '  '  "f* Xj * * * X j f  • • • Xf^'j-i j t^ . 
Proposition 2.12. ([5,313]) For a mode (A, fi), the complex product Q on (.45,(1) 
distributes over the semilattice (A5, -I-). • 
Definition 2.13. A modal [ D ,  -f, fi) is am algebra with semilattice reduct { D .  -t-) 
and mode reduct (£), fi) such that the operations Q distribute over (Z), -f-). 
Let (/}, -i-, Q) be a modal, with (join) semilatice ordering < given h y a < b ^ a - { - b  =  
b. This ordering extends componentwise to direct powers Z)" of D, namely 
(xi,... .z„) < (yi,... ,yn) <J=f> VI < ?• < n, n < y,. 
Monotonicity Lemma 2.14. ([5,315]) Each operation u; in is monotone as a 
mapping 
w : -> (£>,<). 
• 
For a mode (.4, Q.) of the same type as the mode reduct (£>, fi) of the modal (D, -I-, fi), 
a function f : A D is said to be fl-convex or convex if 
Qi • • • a ^ u j f  <  a i f  • • •  f u  
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for each operation a; in fl and for each ^c'r-tuple (ai a^r)- / : 1°) {R^.+. I'^) 
is convex if and only if / is convex in usual sense. 
Convexity Lemma 2.15. ([5.317]) For each positive integer r. the mapping 
^ D: {bi br) f—^bi -}-••• + 
r  
is convex. • 
Sum-Superiority Lemma 2.16. ([5,318]) For each operation in Q. 
urr 
• 
If X and V ase convex sets in R'^, then the convex hull of A' and V is the 
intersection of ail convex sets in which contain X and V. By §2.3 in [3]. we can see 
that the convex hull of X and V can be expressed as A' U V" U (pti° XY'p) and the convex 
hull of two compact convex sets is compact. 
Example 2.17. (a) (/?,+,/") is a modal where x  +  y  =  max{x,y} and x y p  =  
— p) + yp because {R, +) is a semilattice, (/2,1°) is a mode, ajid 
x{yi + y2)p = x(l-p) + max{yx,i/2}p 
= max{z(l-p)+ yip,x(l-p) + t/2P} 
= xyip + xy2p 
(b) 1°) is a modal where for each X, Y in R'^S and for each p in 7°, 
X + Y = A''UKU (p^° XVp) (:= convex hull of X U V )  and 
X V p  =  { x y p l x £ X , y £ y } .  
11 
because {R'^S, +) is a semilattice. {R'^S. 1°) is a mode and 
XY\p + XY2P = A'V'ip U XY2P U A'yi£.V>2£9} 
= A'V ' ip U XY2P U {<,^1" XXqY Y2qp} 
= A'i'iP U XY2P U A'(g^° YiY2q)p 
= A'( Vi U ^ 2 U (71/° ^IV2£))P 
= A'( y 1 + y 2 )£• 
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3 PLONKA SUM AND LALLEMENT SUM 
We need a new algebraic structure under which the extended real numbers is 
closed. The usual operations on may not be applied because, in case of addition. 
CO + (—00) is not defined. Lallement sum will give us a new algebraic structure on 
f(±oo This algebraic structure induces algebraic structure on the set of the extended-
real valued functions on R'^. Also these functions should reflect comparable edgebraic 
structure on the set of convex subsets of which can be obtained by a Plonka sum. 
Definition 3.1. A category is a class C of objects (denoted C,) together with 
(i) a class of disjoint sets, denoted C(C,,C, ) for each pair of objects in C: (an element 
/  i n  C ( C , ,  C j )  i s  c a l l e d  a  m o r p h i s m  f r o m  C ,  t o  C j  a n d  d e n o t e d  f  :  C i  ^  C j . )  
(ii)for each triple (Ci, Cj, Ck) of objects of C, a function 
C(C.,C,)xC(C„Cfc)-^C(C.,CO; 
(for morphisms f  :  C i  C j . g  : Cj —>• Ck, this function is written (/,^) !->• fg and 
fg:Ci—^Ck is called the composite of / and g); all subject to the two axioms: 
(I) Associativity; If f  :  C i  C j ^ g  ;  Cj -¥ Ck,andh : Ck Ci are morphisms of C, then 
i f9)h = figh).  
(II)Identity: For each object Cj of C, there exists a morphism Icj : Cj —>• Cj such that 
for any f  :  Ci Cj,g :  Cj  -4 Ck-
f\c,  = / and lc,g = g. 
For a given type r : —>• there is a category (f]) whose objects are the algebras 
(.4, n) of this type, called fi-algebras, and whose morphisms are the Q-homomorphisms 
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/ ; (.4.11) —>• [ B . Q . ) , g  :  ( B . Q )  —»• (C.f2) so that the composite f g  :  (.4.0) —)• (C-H) is 
an Q-homomorphism. 
Definition 3.2. If C and "D are categories, a functor F : C —» X> is a rule 
associating with each object C, in C an object FC, in "D. and with each morphism 
f : Ci Cj in C a morphism Ff : FC, —v FCj in D such that 
=  { F f ) { F g )  a n d  
^IC, = IFC, • 
Given a category C, we can form a new category as follows. The objects of 
axe the objects of C, and 
C'^{Cj,C,)=CiQ,C,).  
If / and g are morphisms of C°^. then the morphism fg in C°^ is equal to the morphism 
gf in C. 
Definition 3.3. A contravarieuit functor F :C V is a. functor F : C°^ —> V.  
For F to be a contravariant functor, we require 
F  :  C(C., C j )  V { F C , ,  F C i )  and F{fg) = F{g)Fif).  
Suppose 0 fir C {neK|n >1}. Let { A ,  •) be a (meet) semilattice. Then A  may be 
considered as an fi-algebra on setting 
CZ J * * * — G J * • • * * flu/T 
for each u; in fi. The f2-aJgebra (v4, fi) satisfies ail regulax identities between fi-words. 
Such an algebra is referred to as an fi-semilattice. 
Consider a meet semilattice (A, <.) as the set A of objects of a (small) category (A) 
in which there is a unique morphism x —> y if and only if x <. y. 
Definition 3.4. Let (fT, fl) be an fl-semilattice, axid F  :  [ H )  —> (fl) a contravariant 
functor. Then the Plonka sum of the fl-algebra (hF,ft) (for hsH) over the semilattice 
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( H . Q )  by the functor F is the disjoint union HF =h^H hF of the underlying set hF 
{hsH), equipped with the fl-algebra structure given for an n-ary operation u,- in by 
:  hi  F X X hnF h\ • • •  /z„u, 'F: 
(xi,... - h-nu: hi}F • • • in{hi • • • hn-^; —>• hji)Fu:. 
The projection of the Plonka sum H F  i s  the n-homomorphism ~ f  :  ( H F . Q )  —> ( H . Q )  
with restrictions ~f : hF —>• {h}. The subalgebrcis (hF.Q) = of (HF.Q) are 
referred to as the Pionka fibres . 
Example 3.5. (a)(/f'5, /") and (0,1°) are modes and the Plonk sum 1°) is 
also a mode where is R'^S U 0. We can obtain it as follows: 
Let (A', •) = ({0,1}, •) be a meet semilattice with 0 <. 1. Set hkp = h • k  for h and k in 
K and p£l°. {H,I°) becomes a /"-semilattice. Let F : (A') —> [1°) be a contravariant 
functor. Take IF = R^S, OF = {0}. The P lonk sum is the disjoint union A'F = OFUlF 
given by 
"iX^YeR^S, p{X,Y) =  - >  l ) F y ( l l p l ) F p  
=  A ' ( l l ) F y ( l - ) •  l ) F p  
=  X Y p ,  
'^XeR'^S, p(^,0) = A:(IOP-)-l)F0(lOp->-O)Fp 
= X(0-> 1)F0(O-)-0)Fp 
= 00p 
= 0. 
If we define 
X C + Y ^ X - h Y  =  Y ,  
then {R'^Si,  -I-) is a semilattice so that {R'^S^, -I-, 1°) is a modal because the distributive 
law is satisfied. 
(b) When (/2^,/°), ({oo},/") and ({—oo},/") are mode, the Plonka sum 
of these three modes are mode, which is defind as follows: 
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Let ( H , - )  = ({0,1.2}, ) be a meet semilattice with 0 <. 1 <. 2. Set h k p  =  h  •  k  for 
h and k in H and p£l°. becomes a /"-semilattice. Let F : (H) —>• (/") be 
a contravariant functor. Take 2F = /?' .  IF = {DC} and OF = {—oc}. The Pbnka 
su m  o f  the /"-algebra (OF. I'^). (IF. f°) and (2F. I"^) over the semilattice [H. f) by the 
contrava.riant functor F is the disjoint union HF — OF U IF U 2F given by 
"ix.ysR^. p{x.y) — x(22p —» 2)Fy(22p2)Fp 
= x(2-^2)Fy(2-^2)Fp 
= xyp, 
yxsR^, p(x,oc) = x(21p2)Foo(21pl)Fp 
= x(l —)• 2)Foo(l —)• l)Fp 
= oo oop 
= oo, 
VX£/2\ P(Z, —oo) = x(20p —2)F — oo(20p ^ 0)Fp 
= x(0 2)F — OO(0 0)Fp 
= —oo — oop 
= —oo and 
p(oo, —oc) = oo(10p1)F — oo(10p —0)F p 
= oo(0 —>• 1)F — oo(0 —)• 0)Fp 
= —oo — oop 
= —oo. 
Thus the Plonka sum of (/2^, /"), ({oo}, 1°) ajid ({—oo}, 1°) is given by 
Vx,y£/2\ p(x,y) = xyp 
Vx£/?^ U {oo}, p(x,oo) = oo = p(oo,x) 
Vxe/?^ U {oo} U {—oo}, p(x, —oo) = —oo = p(—oo, x). 
If we difine 
X <+ y x-{-y = y, 
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then {R^^.+) is a semilattice so that . +. 1°) is a modal because the distributive 
law is satisfied. 
The conditions for an fi-algebra to be expressible as a Pionka sum are given by the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 3.6. ([5.237]). Let (.4.Q) be an fi-algrbra of non-empty type r ; 
{nsA'ln > 1}. Then there is an fi-semilattice (H.Cl) and functor F : (H) —>• (Q) such 
that (.4,0) is the Plonka sum (HF-fl) over (H.Q) by F if and only if there is a binary 
operation " on .4, called a partition operation, satisfying the following conditions (for 
n-ary u; in Q, and x,,y in .4): 
(i) (A, *) satisfies x * y * z = x * z * y; 
(ii) * distributes from the right over UJ , i.e. 
Xi--- x„u;y = (xi * y) • • • (x„ » y)uj; 
(iii) * breaks UJ from the left, i.e. 
1/  *  (xi  • •  •  Xnu;)  =  1/ »  Zi  »  • •  •  *  Xn-
• 
In general, the identities satisfied by a Plonka sum of known algebras are specified 
by the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.7. ([5,238]). The identities satisfied by a Plonka sum over a non-
trivial semilattice are precisely the regular identies satisfied by each of the fibres. • 
Recall that a subset 5 of aji algebra (>1,11) is a subalgebra of (>1,0) if and only if 
for all a; in n and Xi,... , X^T in A, 
(VI < I <  UJT,  XICS)  (xi •  •  •  X^R '^ES) .  
Definition 3.8. A subalgebra S of .4 is said to be a sink of .4 if for all UJ in Q 
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and Xj.... , x^~ in .4. 
(31 < i < u,'r.x,e5) => (xj • • • 
The sink (.4.0) is described as improper, and all other sinks are called proper. 
Example 3.9. { 0 } is the sink of algebra [ R ^ .  x )  of real numbers under multipli­
cation. and the set '2Z of even integers is a sink of subalgebra (Z. x) of (/?. x ). 
Definition 3.10. Let (S. fi) be a sink of an edgebra (.4,fi). Let .4/5 denote the set 
{5} U {{a}(aeA — 5}. Define an Q-algebra structure (.4/5.0) on .4/5 as follows. For 
uj in n and Xi,... , x^r in .4/5, consider xi • • • x^ri^ in the power set algebra (2"^, f2). If 
this is a subset of 5, take xy • • x^r^ = {5} in (.4/5, fi). Otherwise, take xi • • • x^^uj in 
(A/S,Q) the same as in (2^,0). The algegra (.4/5,0) is called the Rees quotient of 
A by 5. The 0-homomorphism : (.4,0) —> (A/5, O) restricting to a i->- {a} on A — 5 
and to 5 {5} is called Rees homomorphism of the sink 5. 
If 5 is improper, A/5 is a singleton. If 5 is singleton, the Rees homomorphism is an 
isomorphism. If 5 is non-empty, the Rees quotient of A by 5 is a genuine quotient of A. 
An algebra (A,0) is called an extension of an algebra (5,0) by an algebra 
if (5,0) is a sink of (A,0) and (Q.O) is (isomorphic to) the Rees quotient (.4/5,0) of 
(A,0) by (5,0). 
Recall that a congruence relation 9  on an algebra (A, 0) is an equivalence relation 
on the underlying set A for which 0 is a subalgebra of (A x A, 0). For the congruence 
relation 0, the set a® = {beA\{a,b)e6} is called the congruence class of a under 
9. The natural projection natO under 6 into the power set algebra is defined as 
nat 8 ; (A, 0) —>• (2"^, 0); a i-y a®. 
A congruence 0 on an algebra (A, 0) with sink (5,0) is said to preserve (5,0) if 
the restriction of natural projection nat 9 to (5,0) injects. An extension (A, 0) of an 
algebra (5,0) is called an envelope of (5,0) if equality A = {(a,a)laeA} is the only 
congruence on (A, 0) preserving (5,0). 
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Given a type r : 9 .  {7?e^v|n > 1}. define a multisemilattice or n-multisemilattice 
to be an algebra (M, Q) for which each reduct (A/.^') with u; in n is an { u; }-semilattice. 
Suppose a plural algebra (.4.n) is mapped by a homomorphism 9  onto a multisemi­
lattice (M. Q). Then the fibres 9~^{m) for each m in M are subalgebras .4^ of (.4.0). 
In this case (-4.fi) is said to be a multisemilattice M of sJgebras (.4^.0). 
Definition 3.11. ([5.621]). Let (A/, f]) be an fJ-multisemilattice. For each m  in M .  
let an fi-algebra (.4^. fi) be given, and for each u,' in fi. an extension (Em'^'.u:) of (.4m.u.'). 
Further, for each element (n, m) of relation on M. let a mapping '• -4m —> 
be given such that the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(a) is the injection of into 
(b) for nil,... 1 in M with mi • • • = m, 
(Amiymi.m"') • • • < Am^ 
(c) for each • • • r n .^ R '^ =  m  i n  M  and a, in for 2 = 1 .UJT,  
Define an fi-algebra structure on the disjoint union A = (^mcMAm by 
^ • Am I X • • • X Ajji^^ ^ Ajn j (Q1, . . . , dtj^r) ' ^ ^ 1 i .m ' ' ' ^mu-r ."i 
where m  = m i - - - m ^ u j .  Then (A,fi) is said to be the sum of the algebras A m  
over the multisemilattice M by the mappings or more briefly a multi­
semilattice sum . 
Note that by (b), ai^mi.m"'• • • whence the left hand side of the 
equality of (c) is well-defined. The condition (c) may be rewritten simply as 
0,1 •• • Qwr^V'm.n — ' ' '  ^ uiT^m,n 
Thus the mapping t/'m.n"' for are homomorphisms : {Am,'^) {En'^)- By 
(a), the algebra (.4^.^;) is a subalgebra of (.4,a;). Further. (.4.u;) is a multisemilattice 
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M  of algebras (.4^•«-')• Plonka sums are special Ccises of multisemilattice sums, in 
which (M.LJ) is am tu-semilattice and each of the Em'^ for a; in is just .4TO. with 
(n -)• m)F = •• -4m An for n<.m. 
Definition 3.12. ([5,623]) A multisemilattice sum as in Definition 3.11. is said to 
be a Lallement sum if the following two conditions are satisfied for each m in M and 
uJ in Jl: 
{a.)Em'^ = {aiVn,m'^\Tn<[^}n.a£An}, 
(b)(£'m'^,u;) is an envelope of (.4^.^'). 
A Lallement sum is said to be strict if = A m  for each u s  in fi and m  in M .  
Theorem 3.13. ([5,624]) Every multisemilattice of aJgebrcis is a Lallement sum. 
Definition 3.14. ([5,625]) A multisemilattice or Lailement sum is said to be co­
herent if the following three conditions axe satisfied: 
(a) the multisemilattice (M, fi) is an fi-semilattice; 
(b) for each m in M, there is an extension of (Am,fi) such that (Em,^) = 
(Em'^yUj) for each uj in fi; 
(c) for each element (n,m) of the relation <. on the Q-semilattice (M,Q), there is a 
mapping <^m,n '• Am En such that <pm,n = for each UJ in Q. 
Exsmiple 3.15. Suppose that 0 IV 'T = {2}. Let (A/,-) = ({0,1},-) be a 
(meet) semilattice. M may be considered as an /f^-aJgebra on setting X1X2L = ^1 ' ^ 2 
f o r  e a c h  r  i n  ( M .  R ^ )  i s  a n  / l ^ - s e m i l a t t i c e .  L e t  b e  x y r  =  ( 1  —  r ) x  +  
ry, ({00,-00},/°) with Vpe/°, oooop = oo,oo(—oo)£ = (—oo)oop = (—oo)(—oo)p = 
—00, and ({00,—00}, J) with WqeJ = - /",(—00)009 = 00, 00cog = oo(—00)9 = 
(—oo)(—oo)qr = —00. 6 : R^°° —¥ M is a. map with 0~^(1) = R^ and 0~'(O) = {±00}. 
is an isomorphism for each meM and reR^, and 
i I-). — 00 if rsJ. Then 
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(i) is injective. 
(ii) lOr = 1 - 0 = 0 so that (0-^1 )i;'i.o')(^~'(0)fo.o')r C 0-'(O) because 
Vrc/?+.r'(l)vi.o'' = < X £ 0 - ^ { O )  ' d r s r  
— 3Cc^~'(l) if rc J. and 
(iii) \fUA2eR\ 
^ 1^211'^'hO*" — * 
OC if rs.I° 
—oc if rsJ and 
oocor = oo if r£l° 
—oo — oor = —oo if raJ so that 
Thus 0 is a homomorphism from to M because 
"ix^ysB^^ .'irelV' ,xyr9 = x9y6r 
since Vx, yeR^, VreR^, 
xyrO =  =  1  =  1 - 1  =  1  l r  =  x9y0r, 
Vxs/?^, Vy£{oo, —oo}, Vrgi?^, 
xyrO = xij^ifi yi^Qfi r9 =  0  =  1 - 0  =  l O r  =  x6y6r and 
Vx, y£{±oo}, Vr£/?+, 
xyrO =  xtpQQ''yri)Qfi rO =  0  =  0 - 0  =  O O r  =  xOyOr. 
Thus R^) is a multisemilattice sum. Moreover, Em'^ = so that (0~^(m),r) 
is improper sink for each me{0,1}. Thus is an envelope of (0~'(m),r). So this 
multisemilattice sum is a strict Lallement sum which is not coherent because i/'i.o'' i=- i/'i.o' 
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for psl° and qsJ. Therefore our construction of a strict Lallement sum which is not 
coherent is as follows: 
/" —oc oc J —oc R' oc 
—oc —oc —oc —oc 
and 
—oc — oc —oc oc 
R' —3C R' oc R^ —oc R' oc 
oc — OC' oc oc oc —oc —oc — oc 
••>9 
4 SUPPORT FUNCTIONS 
4.1 Support functions of Compact Convex Subsets 
Let for a finite dimension </, be a convex function, i.e. 
/((I - p ) - x  +  p - y ) < [ l - p )  -/(x) + p-/(y)-
Definition 4.1. f : A is positively homogeneous if 
Vpe/T*". VX£A C R ^ , f { x p )  =  f { x ) p .  
A point xeA C is a linearity point of a positively homogeneous function f : A 
R' if 
\ / p e R \ f { x - p )  =  f i x ) - p .  
Note that 0 is always in the set L(/) of all linearity points of / because 
/(O) = /(O + 0) = /(2 • 0) = 2 • m = /(O) + /(O) 
so that /(O) = 0. Thus 0 = /(O) = f { x  +  ( — i)) <  f { x )  +  f { — x ) .  Therefore 
Vx£/r',-/(-a:)</(i) (4.1) 
If X is in L(/), then it is clear that /(z) = — /(—x). If x and y are linearity points of 
/, then so is ax + by for all a, b in because 
f { a x )  +  f { b y )  =  - f { - a x )  - /(-6y) 
<  - f  { - a x  —  b y )  
< /(ax+ 67/) by Equation (4.1) 
< /(ax) + f { b y )  
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so that f ( x  +  y )  =  — / ( — x —  y ) .  Thus the set of linearity points of a positively homoge­
n e o u s  c o n v e x  f u n c t i o n  f  i s  a  v e c t o r  s u b s p a c e  L ( f )  o f  .  
Choose the points x  and y  such that x . x  —  y  and x  y  belong to the interior of the 
domain of the function /. Since 
V/,sr./(i)-/(x-!,)< + (4.2) 
/ is continuous at x. [see (l,p21).] Since 
< /(x + !,)-/(x) 
=!• +  <  f [ x  +  e y ) - f ( x )  
_  f i x +  h 6 y ) - f [ x )  ^  f [ x - ^ 6 y ) - f { x )  
^  m  - 9 • 
the difference quotient 
f j x  +  h y ) -  f i x )  
h 
is a monotone decreasing function of /i for /i > 0, and the left half of Equation (4.2) 
shows that this difference quotient is bounded below. Therefore, for positive decreasing 
h, the limit 
liin f i x  +  h y ) - f i x )  _  ^  /i-fO+ -  — f f i x , y )  
exists. Define f i x ;  }:/?''—)• R ^ ; y  — y  /'(x;t/) for a fixed x in R'^. We call f'ix;y) the 
directional derivative of / at x in the direction y. Since 
f i x  +  h i y  +  z ) )  =  f i ^ i x +  2 h y )  +  ^ i x +  2 h z ) )  
<  ^ f i x +  2 h y )  +  \ f i x +  2 h z ) ,  
f i x  +  h i y  +  z ) )  -  f i x )  ^  f i x  +  2 h y )  -  f i x )  f i x  +  2 h z )  -  f i x )  
h - 2h 2h ' 
Taicing the limit as h 0+ yields 
/'(x;y +?) </'(x;y) +/'(i;2). (4.3) 
Thus for a fixed x, /'(x;i/) is a convex function of y. For p > 0, 
f ' i x ; p y )  =  p f ' i x : y )  
^  f { x  +  h p y )  —  f ( x ]  f { i  +  p h y ) — f ( x )  ^  ^  ,  because = p . For a fixed x. f {x: y) is a positively 
homogeneous function of y. In addition, x is always a linearity point of f'{x: ) because 
by the positive homogenity of the function /. 
f/t \ /(2" +/i-r) —/(x) lim h f { x )  ,  j  f  { x : x )  = h-^Q+^= h^o+ ' = /(x) and 
f , ,  V  lim f i x  —  h x )  —  f ( x )  linn { — h ) f ( x )  ,  
- f ' { x : - x )  =  -  h - ^ Q +  ^ =  -  h - ^ o +  ^ '  =  f { x )  
so that f ' { x \ x )  =  f { x )  =  — f ' { x :  —x). Furthermore. 
Vx.y£:/2^/'(x:y) </(t/) (4.4) 
because /'(x;;,) /(^ + hjj) - fix) /(r) + hfj^y) - /(x) ^ 
Let denote the vector space R'^ equipped with the Euclidean inner product 
X R'^   ^R: (i-,y) !->• (x|y). 
Convex subsets of /?'' are subalgebras { A ,  1 ° )  of {R'^, 1°) as in Chapter 2. Let AK denote 
the set of all compact non-empty convex subsets of A. Then {AK, +, /°) is a modal as 
in Example 2.11(b). 
Definition 4.2. The support function H on AK x /?'' is defined by 
H  : A K  x R f  R ^ \ { X , y )  ^  sup{(x|y)|x£X}. 
For each X  in A K ,  the support function H x  of X  on is defined 
HX -.R:'  ^R'-,y  ^ H{X,y). 
It is clear that f : R!^  -¥ R  ^ is convex in usual sense if and only if / : {R'^,I°) —>• 
(i?\ + , /°) is /"-convex where x + y = max{x, y} and xyp = (1 — p)x + py because 
/(xyp) < /(x)/(y)p. 
Hx is convex because 
H x [ y = p ]  = sup{(x|yrp)|xcA'} 
= sup{(j:|^)(x|r)p|xcA'} 
< sup{(x|j/)|x£.V}sup{(x|r)|x-.V}p 
=  H x { y ) H x {  =  ) v -
Thus H x  is continuous. Also H x  is positively homogeneous. Let be a set of 
continuous real-valued functions on For a non-empty convex subset .4 of R'^ . the 
modal {AK. +. /"), embeds into modal -h, 1°) via the above support function H. 
This embedding is a semilattice homomorphism (A' 4- Y  H x  + H y )  and barycentric 
homomorphism (A'V'pi-^ HXHYP) because 
HX+Y{^) = sup{(tlz)|f£A'-f r} 
= sup{(<|2:)|f£Ar U V U {pel° XYp)} 
= max{sup{(x|^)|x£A:},sup{(y(z)|y£y'}} 
=  m a x { H x { z ) . H Y { z ) }  
=  H x ( z )  +  H Y i z ) ,  
since (xyp|r) = { x \ z ) { y \ z ) p  <  max{(x|2), { y \ z ) } ,  and 
H x Y p i z )  = sup{(i|2:)|<£:A:yp} 
= sup{(xyp|z)lx£A:,y£r} 
= sn^{[x\z){y\z)-^xeX,yeY} 
= sup{(l-p)(x|2)+p(y|2)|x£A:,y£r} 
= (1 - P) sup{(xl2)|i£X} 4- p sup{(y|2)|y£r} 
=  { \ - P ) HX { Z ) + P HY { Z )  
= HX { Z ) HY{Z)P,  
since 1 — p amd p are positive. Indeed a non-empty and convex set X of AK is specified 
as 
A' = leR^ {zeR^\[z\x) < Hx{x)] 
= {.-£/2<^|VX£/2<',(>-|X)<//A-(X)}. 
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(see [l.p24]). The set {^c/?''|(clx) = H x { x ) }  is called the supporting hyperplane of 
A' in the direction x. The intersection of A' with the supporting hyperplane of A' in 
the direction x is a convex set. which is called the crust /\A"(^) of A' in the direction 
X .  i . e .  A A ' ( ^ )  =  A '  n  { R £ / ? ' ' l ( R ( X )  =  / / A - ( X ) } .  S i n c e  A ' A ' ( X )  C  A ' ,  e v e r y  C  i n  h ' x i r )  
satisfies the inequality 
\/y£R'^.{z\y) < Hx(y). (4.5) 
For any w in R'^, if y = x + hw for h > 0, then, by Equation (4.5). 
{ z \ y )  =  (^|x +  h w )  <  H x { y )  
=>• Hx{x) + h{z\w) <  H x {y) because (^jx) = H x {x) 
^ ^ Hxiy) - Hxix) Hxix + hw) - Hx{x) 
{ A f J - ' )  <  H ' x { x : w ) .  
This means 
n 
A x ( x )  C  weR"^ {zeR'^\{z\w) < H'x{x\w)} 
= {zeR'^\iweR'^,{z\w) < Hx{x-,w)}. 
On the other hand, {zeR'^\iweR!^,{z\w) < //^(x;u;)} C Kx{x) because 
for r satisfying(z|iy) < H x i x ; w ) ,  [ z \ w )  <  H x { w ) ,  
since H ' x { x ; w )  <  H x { w )  by Equation (4.4), aad 
H'x{x\x) = -H'xix] -x) = Hx{x). 
Thus Kxix) = {Z£R'^\\/WR^,{Z \W ) < Hx{x;w)}. i.e. H'xix] ):/?''—>• R^-,w i-» 
H ' x i x  • , w )  i s  t h e  s u p p o r t  f u n c t i o n  o f  K x [ x )  =  A  D  { z e / l ' ^ K s l z )  =  H x i x ) } .  
If Hx has a non-zero y in L(i?x)i then for every z in A', 
{z\y) < Hxiy), (2| - y) < Hx[-y) and Hx{-y) = -Hxiy). 
Thus — { z \ y )  = (z| - y) <  H x {-y) = - H x {y) so that { z \ y )  >  H x [y). Then { z \ y )  =  
Hx{y) for every r in X. This means that A lies in an affine hyperplane orthogonal to 
y. On the other hand, if A' lies in an affine hyperpiane orthogonal to y. then for every 
- in A'. 
H x {y) = (-|y) and H x { - y )  =  (r| - y )  
by the definition of H x -
Hx{y) = (-1j/) = -(-1 - y) = -Hxi-y) 
so that y  is in L { H x ) -  Therefore for a non-empty compact subset X of . a non-zero 
y is in h(Hx) if and only if X lies in an affine hyperpiane orthogonal to y. 
It is clear that the support function H for some non-empty compact convex set A' is 
positively homogeneous and convex. 
Let H : be positively homogeneous and convex. Take 
n 
A A'l where A'x = {zeR^\{z\x) < H{x)]. 
The non-emptiness of the set K will be shown later in Theorem 5.4. For each x in R'^. 
H'{x-^ ): R"^ —¥ R IS also positively homogeneous and convex, so that there exists at 
least one zeR!^ such that 
{ z \ y )  <  H ' { x ; y )  
for ail y in R'^ . If y = x and y = —x, then 
H { x )  =  — H ' { x \  — x )  <  { z \ x )  <  H ' { x \ x )  =  H { x )  
because H ' { x \ x )  =  — H ' { x ;  ~ x )  =  H ( x ) .  Thus { z \ x ]  =  H { x ) .  i.e. for each x in there 
exists at leaist one z in such that (zlx) = H{x). Therefore H is a support function 
of some non-empty compact convex set if and only if H is positive homogeneous and 
convex. 
When C{R'^) is the set of continuous real-valued function on R'^, C{R'^) inherits the 
modal structure -f, 7°) from D = (/2,-h,/"). The modal 1°) is isomo-
morphic to a submodal of the modal (C(/2''), -h, /") and this submodal is the collection 
of positive homogeneous and convex functions in C{R'^). 
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4.2 Support Functions of Bounded Convex Subsets 
Let D denote the modal (R. +. 1°), with x 4-y = max{x. y }  eind x y p  =  ( 1 —  p ) x  - r p y .  
The modal D served 35 codomain for the support function of non-empty compact convex 
subsets X of R^. These support functions were characterized as the positively homo­
geneous convex functions in the all functions from to D. These support functions 
inherit the modal structure from D and then the embedding of K sending a non­
empty compact convex subset to its support function preserves the full modal structure 
on R^K. 
Let R'^B be the collection of aJl bounded non-empty convex subsets in R'^. (-h, 1°) 
is a modal, where X-l-V is the convex hull of A'UV in R'^, and XY'p = {xyp \ xsX, ytV'}. 
Definition 4.3. For modaJs (/),-(-, fi) and (£",of the same mode reduct type 
T : ^ K. the ordinal product D o E is the cartesian product D x E equipped with 
the product mode structure (D.Q.) x (£", fi) and with the partial order < defined by 
{ d ,  e )  <  { d ' ,  e ' )  if and only if d <+ d' or { d = d' and e <+ e' ). 
The first question is when the partial order { D o  E ,  <) is a join semilattice. Slatinsky 
[7] gave necessary and sufficient conditions [7,3.14] for the ordinal product of two partial 
orders to be a (meet) semilattice. 
Definition 4.4. An ordered pair { { D , + ) , { £ , + ) )  of join semilattices is said to 
satisfy the Slatinsky condition if and only if (D, +) is a chain or {E,+) has a least 
element. 
Theorem 4.5. ([7,3.14]). The partial order of Definition 4.3 defines a join semilattice 
on the Cartesian product of the underlying sets of an ordered pair ((Z),-f), (£J,+)) of 
join semilattice if and only if the pair satisfies the Slatinsky condition. • 
Definition 4.6. An algebra (>1,0) of non-empty type r : —>• {nsK | n > 1} is 
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ccincellative VI < i <^'T . Vxi x^r^y-=sA. 
Xl • • • x,_iyi,+i • - • x^r^' = n • • • X ,_1-x.+i • • • x^r-^' => y = =. 
Definition 4.7. A modal (£".+.0) has a zero element, denoted 0. if VesE. 
e + 0 = e and also Vej €^~ in E. Vz with 1 < ^ 
ei • • • e,_iOe,+i • • • e^-u-' = 0. 
Theorem 4.8.([6,283]). Given modals { D . + . Q )  and [E.+.Q.) with common non­
empty mode type r : Q —> {netv | n > 1} for each of them, the ordinal product D o E 
is a modal {D o £,+,0.) with the same mode type if {D.Q) is cancellative and either 
{D, -h) is a chain or (E. -t-, 17) hcis a zero element. • 
If / is the support function of non-empty bounded convex subset A' of then Hj 
is the traditional support function of the non-empty compact convex closure A' of X in 
eind the crust shadow C/(x) is defined as Trj:{X n {zeR'^ \ (r|x) = Hf{x)}) where 
T, : {re/f |(2|i) = H,(x)) -+ le'-' is the affine isomorphism which is the composite of 
the restriction of the projection —> R'^fxR; z z + xR, with the isomorphism 9jrR '• 
R'^/xR —)• R!^~^. By convention, ttq : {zeR!^\{z\Q) = 0 = ///(O)} = ^ R^~^:z i-> 0, 
which is not an aiBne isomorphism. We define the supercrust Kj{x) at x as 
I Vye/2^, { z \ y )  <  H ' j { x \ y ) } .  
By definition of ), K f { x )  is the intersection of the compact convex set having 
support function H j  with its supporting hyperplane { z e R ^  \  { z \ x )  =  H j { x ) } .  K j { Q )  is 
j u s t  t h e  n o n - e m p t y  c o m p a c t  c o n v e x  s e t  w i t h  s u p p o r t  f u n c t i o n  H f .  
K f { x )  C { z e R ' ^  I (^Ix) = H f { x ) }  and 
V y e l f ,  K , { x )  C {zsR' | (z\y) < H,{y)) 
because K j { x )  = A' D { z e R ' ^ \ { z \ x )  =  H j { x ) } .  Recall that the affine hull of a non-empty 
convex subset A' of R'^ is the smallest affine subspace of R'^ containing A'. The affine 
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hull is topologized by the restriction of the Euclidean topology on The relative 
interior X° of .V is then defined to be the interior of A' in this restriction topology on 
its affine hull. By §1.3 of [3], we get the following results: For any non-empty convex 
set A' \n 
X is convex, 
X° is convex, 
A'' # 0. 
A = A^ and 
A° = (A)". 
Inductive Definition 4.9. Along with the series of modals D d { d  > 1 ) .  there will 
be three other series of inductively defined modais Ed{d > 0), Fd{d >1). and Gdid > 0). 
The induction basis is the singleton Go. The induction step begins with a modal Gd-i 
o f  s u p p o r t  f u n c t i o n s  i d e n t i f i e d  w i t h  { R ^ ~ ^ B , + .  1 ° ) .  G o  i s  i d e n t i f i e d  w i t h  { F ^ 1 ° )  
where B = {{0}}. The modal Ed-\ will be obtained from Gd-i by adding a zero 
element, identified with the empty subset of . The pair {D,Ed-i) satisfies the 
condition of the above theorem. The codomain Dd is defined to be the ordinal product 
modal Dd = D o Ed-i- The modal Fd is the set of functions —>• Dd, with modal 
structure induced from Dd. The subset Gd of Fd, for d > 0, is defined to be the set of 
functions f : R^ Dd',x i->- {Hf{x),Cf{x)) satisfying the following conditions; 
(GCl) Hf is positively homogeneous 
(GC2) Hf is convex 
(GC3) WxeR'^, Cfix) C 7r^(A'/(i)) 
(GC4) Vxe L { H f ) ,  C f { x )  D  7r^(A'/(x)°) 
(GC5) for all non-zero x , y  in H'', 7rr"^(C/(x)) Pi { z e R ^  ] (zly) = H f { y ) }  
= n {zclf I (z|x) = 
Given a modaJ Dd which serves as the codomain for support functions of bounded 
convex subsets in R^B is embedded into the modal Fd of functions from R'^ to Dd 
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and this embedding of R'^B is a. submodal Gd of Fd. (see [5]). 
4.3 Support Functions of Convex Subsets 
Let R'^be the collection of all convex subsets in R'^, with the empty set. (R'^Sij). /'' 
is a modal where A' + }' is the convex hull of A' U Y' in R'^ and XY'p = {jypixcA'. ycV} 
with -Y + 0 = A' and A'Op = 0. Recall that (. R'^) is defined by a strict Lallement 
sum which is not coherent as Example 3.14 and (R'^. /?"*") is an algebra satisfying 
Vr£/?"^,iyr = (1 — r)x + r y .  
Definition 4.10. Let R'^C be the collection of all closed convex subsets in R'^ with 
the empty set. A function from R'^C x R"^ to R^°° is defined as follows: 
: R'^ C X R'^   ^ (X,y) ^4 sup{(ily)lx£A'} 
with sup{0} = —oo. For a fixed X in R'^C, define the support function Hx^ of A' 
from to R^°° by 
H x ^  •  R ! "  ^  H ^ { X , y )  
with : R!^ —>• R^°°-,y —oo. 
It is clear by Definition 4.10. that 
\/reR'*', Hx^ify) = r H x ^ { y )  (positive homogeneity) 
Wp£l°, Hx'^ixyp) < Hx'^{x)Hx^{y)p (convexity). 
Also = ^A :*(0 + 0) = 2Hx'^{0) and Hx'^WeR'^ so that Hx'^£{0,±oo} but 
^^^A'^(O) can not be oo by Definition 4.10. Thus 
0 if X ^ 0 
-oo ifA: = 0 
Let the supporting hyperplane of X in x- direction be {z£R'^\{z\x) = 
If then this plane is 0. If Hx^{x)eR!^, then this one is the orthogonal 
plane to X. 
HXH^)  =  
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Let the function f : satisfy the positive homogeneity and convexity with 
/(0)c{0, —cx:}. Let f ~ ^ { A )  be the set for some subset .4 C . 
/"'({ —3c}) 7^ 0 VTC/?''./(T) =—oc (4.6) 
because (i) if Oc/~^({—oc}), then p x  =  { I  —  p ) 0  +  p x  =  O x p  and W p e P .  VxzR'^, 
pf{x) = f{px) = /(Oxp) < f(0)f{x)p = (—oc)/(x)p = —oc so that fix) = —oc since 
pf{x) = 0/(x)p = —oc, and 
(ii) if non-zero x is in /~ ' ( { -oc } ) ,  then 0 = x(—x)| and /(O) = /(x(—x)i) < f { x ) f { — x ) \  =  
—CO so that /(O) = —CO and = —oc by (i). 
The positive homogeneity and convexity of the function /:/?''—> R^°° can be 
expressed as follows: 
' i r s R ' ^ f { Q x r )  =  f { Q ) f { x ) r  (positive homogeneity) 
'ip£l°,\fx,y£R'^, f{xyp) < f{x)f{y)p (convexity). 
If /(O) = —oo, then f :  ^ R^°° satisfies VxeR^, f{x) = —oo. If /(O) = 0, then 
0 = f{x{—x)^) < f{x)f{—x)^ so that f •. R^°° satisfies Vxsi?'',/(x)t/?^. If 
0 = /(x)/(—x)|, then /(O) = /(x(—x)^) = 0 so that /(O) = 0 and /(—x) = — f { x ) .  
Thus /(x) should have a value in = (—oo, oo) and this point x is called as a linearity 
point of a function /. The set L^(/) of Hneaxity points of / is the set {x£R'^\Q = 
/(x)/(—x)|}. If /(O) = 0, then OeL^(/) because /(O) = 0 = /(—0). 
If /~'({±oo}) = {x£i?^|/(x)£{±oo}} is empty, then f : R'^  R^°° is a traditional 
support function of a non-empty bounded closed set in R^'B as in the Section 2 of 
Chapter 4. Let /~^({±oo}) = /~^(oo)U/~^(—oo) be non-empty. It is not possible that 
/~^({oo}) ^ 0 ajid /~n{~oo}) 0 at the same time because of (4.6). If /~'({°®}) 
then /(i?*^) C Assume 0£/~'(/2^) and f~^{R^)° is the relative interior of f~^{R^). 
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Vx.j/ci?''. V/j > 0. 
= ^/(x + M - i/(x) 
=  f { r x  +  y )  —  r f i x )  where r = ^ > 0 
=  ( r  +  +  F ^ i r x y )  +  ( 1  -  ( r  +  l ) ) f ( x )  
= {r + 1)/((1 - 7^)2- + ^r^J/) + (1 - (r + l))/(j) 
= /(•r)/(xyp-j^)r + 1. 
We need to investigate the limit value of r-^ in . We need a 
following fact: 
/(x)/(x7/4)f < f{i)f{xy-)r if r < r (4.7) 
r 2^ 
because Vr, fe/?^ with r < f (i.e. 3pel° . r = pr) 
x y j  =  ( l - ^ ) a r  +  2 y  
= ((1-p)+ (p-?))a: + P7y 
=  ( 1 - p ) a ^  +  p { ( i  -  7 ) ^ + r y }  
= { ^ - p ) ^  +  p ^ y h  
= X xy 1 p 
and /(xyi) = f { x  x y ^ p )  <  f { x ) f { x y ^ ) p  so that 
f { x ) f i x y l ) r  <  f i x )  /(z)/(xy^)p ^  
= (1 - + ^ {(1-p)/(a:)+ p/(xy^) 
= { ^ - f ) f { x )  +  i ^ - r ) f i x )  +  r f { x y ^ )  
=  -  • r ) f { x ) +  r f { x y ^  
= /(ar)/(a:y^)r. 
Thus/(x)/(xyi)r4, as r t 00. 
When f { x )  = —00, WyeR^, f{y) = —00 so that 
r-i^ /(x)/(xy—)r =ri>S> (—oo)(—oo)r = —00. 
r 
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When /(x) = oc. Vr > 0. f ( x ) f { x y ^ ) r  =  o c f ( x y ^ ) r  =  —oc so that 
f { x ) f ( x y - ) r  = r l l S :  o c f { x y - ) r  = -oc. 
r r 
When f{x)eR^, fi^Vr) ^ "irsR^^y = xxy^r so that 
/(g)/(jV£)t-/(j) _ ||i-y|| 
J(xy^-f(x) ~~ ||ry_i-r|| 
=> /(x)/(3:y£)r = - y\\ + fix) 
n \ n 1 \ /(iT/7)-/(=) . n \ /(x)/(xy-)r = =T + f i x )  
— r 
because Aabd ajid Aace axe similax in the above picture. By Equation (4.2), if x, y  ajid 2x— 
y are in f~^iR^)°, then 
1 f i x y ^ )  —  f { x )  
2/(x) - /(2x - y ) <  f i x ) f i x y - ) r  = = -  + /(x) < f { y )  
r  —  
— r 
lim 
so that there exists the limit value of r-foo f i x ) f { x y ^ ) r _  in because of (4.7). Thus 
f i x ) f { x y - ) r  =  
r 
oo if 3MeR^ . Vr > M,fixy^) = oo 
R~°° otherwise. 
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If there exists y  and r in such that f { x ) f { x y ^ ) r  =  o c  and r-iJS: f i x ) f { x : ^ ) r  =  
— 3c. then we say that x is a singular point of the positively homogeneous and convex 
function / : —>• By these conditions, x must be a boundary point of 
because 
f { x ) 5 R ^ .  B M s R ^  . Vr > M , f { x y ^ )  = oc. and 
/ ( a r ) / ( x j / i ) r  i  — o o  a s  r  t  s o  \ v i t h f { x ) f { x y ^ ) r z R ^  
Definition 4.11. Let / : R'^ —> R^°^ be a positively homogeneous and convex 
function with /(0)£'{0. —oc}. We define a function /'(x; ):/?''—>• as 
. — oo if X is a singular point 
VysR', f '{x:y)= { 
I rifoo f{x)f{xyj)r otherwise. 
Example 4.12. (a)Let X = {(ai,0)|ai > 0} C and f  : R^ R^°°;z i->-
sup{(z|x)|x£A'}. It is clear that / is positively homogeneous and convex function with 
/(O) = 0. f-HR') = {(61.62)161 < 0.626/2'} and Vxef-'{R^), f{x) = 0. Then 
f~^{R^)° = {(61,62)161 < 0,62£i2'}. If xe/~^(oo), then 
"iyeR^, f '{x\y) =rijS) /(x)/(xy-)r =rijS) oc/(xy-)r = -00. 
r _r_ 
If x£/~'(/?^)°, then f ' i x ; y )  =  0 because 
/(x)/(xj/-)r = OOr = 0 for large r satisfying xy-£f~^{R^). 
r  —  
If xef-'{R^)- f-'{R'Y, then 
f ' { x ; y )  =  <  
because 
0 if yef-'{R') 
oc if ye/"'(00) 
yef~^{R^) =» Vr > 0, /(x)/(xy^)r = OOr = 0 
y£/~'(oo) => Vr > 0, /(x)/(xy^)r = Ooor = 00. 
(b) Let y = {(ai,a2)|ai > 0, 02 < 0} C R^ and g : R^ R^°°;z >-¥ sup{(r|y)|y£y'}. It 
is clear that g is positively homogeneous and convex function with y(0) = 0. g~^{R^) = 
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{(6i.62)|6i < 0.62 > 0} and Vxtg 9 { ^ )  = 0- Then g  ' ( / ? ' ) "  =  {(6i.6o)j6i 
0,62 > 0}. If X£5'~^(OO). then 
VyeR'^. g'{x:y) g{x)g{xy-)r =rljS) oo^(xi/-)r = -oc. 
L .  L .  
If x £ g ~ ^ { R ^ ) ° . then \ / y z R ' . g ' { x - . y )  = 0 because 
VysR^. g{x)g{xy-)r = OOr = 0 for large r  satisfying x y - £ g ~ ^  {R^). R_ '  — 
If xEg~^{R^) — g~^{R^)°, then 
0 if yeg-'{R') 
00 if yeg~^{oo) 
because 
yeg~^{R^) =>• Vr > 0, 5f(x)y(zy^)r = OOr = 0 
yeg~^{oo) =>• Vr > 0, g{x)g{xy^)r = Ooor = 00. 
(c) Let Z = {(ai, a2)\ai£R^, a2 < —expcj} C R^ and h : R? ^  R^°°; z !-)• snp{{z\z)\zeZ}. 
It is cleaj that h is positively homogeneous and convex function with /i(0) = 0. h~^{R^) = 
{(61,62)161 > 0,62 > 0} because for x = (61,62)£/i~^(/2^), 
6 1  =  0 , 6 2  > 0  = >  h { { b i , b 2 ) ) = 0  
61 > 0,62 >0 =i> h{{bM)= > ^ fIn6i-In62-l)£.R^ 
y/oi'+h 
(; for x  =  ( 6 1 , 6 2 )  with 61 > 0,62 > 0, the slope of the supporting hyperplane of Z  in x-
direction should be — ^ so that the intersection of Z with its supporting hyperplaxie in x-
direction is (In 61 — In 62, because —= ^(—expx) = — expx. Also the intersection 
of y = with this supporting hyperplane is 
, 6i^(ln6i — ln62 — 1) 6i62(ln6i — ln62 — 1), 
61^ + 62^ 61^ + 62^ 
Thus h{{bub2)) = , ^(ln6i - In62 - 1).) 
y/oi +62 
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Let X = (0.1). If y = ( — 1.0). then Vr > Q.xy^eh '(oc) so that h { x ) h { x y ^ ) r i  
Oocr = oc. Thus 
r .i+S; h { x ) h { x y — ) r _  = oc. 
r 
If r = (1,0). then Vr > 0, 
/ i ( x r i ) = / i ( ( i . l - i ) )  =  
/i(xri) i —oc as r t 
v / ( 7 ) '  +  ( l - 7 )  
=  ( l n i _ l n ( I - i ) - i :  
so that h { x ) h { x z ^ ) r _  =Ji+S: 0/i(zi:^)r = —oc. Now we have y  and r satisfying 
rijS> h { x ) h { x y —)Ti = oo and r-i>S) /i(x)/i(xs-)r = —cx3. 
r r 
Thus X is a singular point of h so that 'iyeR^^ f'{x\y) = —oc. 
Now we want to consider the properties of the function /'(x; ) : > R^°°. 
V y e l ) ' , r ( x \ y ] < n y )  (4.S) 
because if x is singulax, then 'iyeR'^, y) = —oo ^ f{y)^ if ^  is not singular, then 
(i) /(y) = oo 
( H )  f { y ) e R '  
(iii)/(y) = -oo 
Wy£R^,f'{x-,y) = -oc < f { y )  
/(x) = oo => f i x ;  y )  = -oo < f { y )  
f{x)ER^ =^> /(i)/(xyi)r </(i)/(x)/(y)ir 
= /(y) for r > 1 
/'(a:; y) </(y) 
/(x) = —oo '^ys.R^, S{y) = —00 so that 
/'(x;y) = -oo = /(y) 
/'(®;y) = -oo = /(y). 
Vy,z£R'^yperj'{x;yzp) < /'(x; y)/'(x; z)p (4.9) 
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because if x is a singular point of /. then 
-oc = f ' { x \ y z p )  <  f ' { x : y ) f ' { x : z ) p =  (-oc)(-oc)p = -oc. 
and if x is not a singular point of /, then 
f ' { x : y z p )  =  f { x ) f { x y = p ^ r  
<  ( r f e  / ( : r ) / ( x y i ) r ) ( r i ^ S  f { x ) f { x : ^ ) r ) p  
=  f ' i x ; y ) f ' { x : z ) p  
since we exclude the case of rifS) f { x ) f { x y ^ ) r  =  oo and f { x ) f i x ~ ^ ) r  = —oo so 
that (i) if ooe{f'{x:y),f'{x:z)} C then f'(x;yzp) <00 = f'{x;y)f'{x; z)p and 
(ii) if f ' { x ; y )  eind f ' ( x ] z )  are in then by the definition of /'(x; ). there exist lower 
bounds in R^ for each of the sequences if{x)f{xy^)r) and {f{x)f{xz^)r) for r > 0 so 
that 
f { x ) f { x y z p ^ ) r  =  /(x)/(xi/^ xz^p)r for r > max{M. 1} 
<  f i x ) f { x y ^ ) f { x z ^ ) p r  
= /(x)/(xyj-)r/(i)/(x2^)rp and 
f { x ) f { x y z p ^ ) r  <  { f { x ) f { x y ^ ) r f { x ) f { x z ^ ) r p }  
= r'is,/(i)/(lsrl)r Ji.'5./(x)/(x4)rp 
(iii) if —oo£{/'(x; y),/'(x; 2)} C then there axe 2 cases eis follows: 
(a) if /(x)e{±oo}, then WyeR^, f '{x;y) = —00 so that it is clezir. 
(b) if f { x ) £ R ^  with/(x)/(xy^)r 4- — 0 0  or f { x ) f { x z ^ ) r l .  —00 as r "f 00 then 
f i x )  f i x  y z p  -)r < f i x ) f i x y - ) r  /(i)/(x2-)r p  
~JL — JL ~ 
so that we can get —00 = f '{x-,yzp) < f ' ix;y)f '{x; z)p= —00. 
V t  >  0 , f ' i x ; t y )  =  t f ' { x \ y )  (4.10) 
because (i) if x is singuleir, then it is clear. 
(ii) Let X be non-singular. If f ' { x ; y )  = 00, then f { x ) e R ^  and there exists M > 0 such 
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that Vr > M .  f { x y ^ )  = oc so that Vr > t M  + 1 — t . f { x t y  p) = oc because 
Vr > t M  +  l - t .  ^  >  =  r - [  +  t  <  J T  and 
•• ^ i (-1-11) 
=  ( 1  -  i  +  ^ ) f { x y  _  I  ,  t ) -
r  r  
Thus oc = t f ' ( x :  y )  =  f ' { x :  t y )  =  oc. If f ' ( x :  y ) c R ^ .  then 
f { x ) f { x t y ^ ) r  =  /(a-)(l - i+l)/(xyj—^-^)r 
t 
= (1 - r ) f { x )  + (r - 1 + t ) f i x y ^  - I + 
r  '  r  
= i{(i - *• -1+')/(^)+*•-;+'/(xy^ - i+f) }  
= '{/(j)/(jyr _ I + i)*" 
so that 
f ' { x : t y )  =  rfe/(x)/(xty£)r 
= t } ^ f i x ) f i x y ^ _ \ _ ^ ^ V - j + i  
= t r^i jS)  / (x) / (xj /£)r  
=  t f ' i x ; y ) .  
If f i x ;  y )  = —oo, then there are two cases: f{x)£{±.oo} or f(x)eB^. 
(i) when /(z)£{±oo}, it is clear. 
(ii) when f { x ) £ R ^ ,  —oo as r t oo so that f ' { x ; t y )  = —oo because 
f { x ) f { x t y - ) r  =  t { f { x ) f { x y - — 7 ^ ) ^ ^ —  
r r — i +1 t 
/'(x;OMO,-oo} (4.12) 
because (i) if x is singular, then /'(x;0) = —00 by singularity. 
(ii) if X is non-singular, then 
/ ' ( t ;0)  =r^iJS. / (x) / (xO-)r  =  
r  
0 if f{x)£R^ 
—00 if /(x)£{±oo} 
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since /(xQi) = /((I - ^ ) x )  = (1 — for r > 1 and 
1 1 I 0 if /(x)zH' f ( x ) f ( x O - ) r  =  / ( x ) ( l  ) / ( x ) r =  ^  
- ^ i / ( x ) s { ± x } .  
Therefore we can conclude that, given a positively homogeneous and convex function 
f with /(0)£{0. —oo}. fix: ) : —> R^'^ also satisfies the positive 
homogeneity and convexity with /'(z; 0)c{0. —oc}. 
Now we are going to give an inductive definition of a modal which will serve as 
a codomain of a support function of an element A' in R'^Sz- In other words, the set of all 
function from /?'' to will inherit a modaJ structure from , and there will then be 
an embedding of into this modaJ preserving the full modal structure {R!^Sii, +. 1°) 
on R^St/j. Recall that D denote the modal (i?,+,/°) as in Example 2.17.(a). 
Along with the series of codomain modais Dd^ for </ > 1, there will be three other 
series of inductively defined modaJs Ej.^ [d > 0), {d > 1), and {d > 0). Note 
that RPS = {{0}}. The induction basis is a modaJ GQ^ of support functions indentified 
with ({{O},0},+,/°) where 0 <+ {0} and ({{O},0},/°) is a meet semilattice. The in­
duction step begins with a modal Gd-i"^ identified with modal {R'^~^S^, +, 1°). The pair 
of modais {D,Gd-i^) will then satisfy the condition of Theorem 4.8. Thus the ordinal 
product Ed^ = D o Gd-i^ is a modal {Ed^,+, I")- TaJce Dd^ «is £'(f^U(oo,0)U(—oo,0). 
By the same paxtial ordering of Ed^i we get 
Ve££<i^,(—oo,0) < e < (oo,0). 
The mode 1°) can be obtained by the same Plonka sum as Example 3.5(b), when 
2F = Ed^ilF = (oo,0) and OF = (—oo,0). Then {Dd^,-\-, 1°) is a modai because Dd^ 
satisfies the distributive law since 
(x  + y)zp = xzp + yzp ( in Ed"^ ) if ^ ,  J / ,  zeEd^ 
(x +  y ) z p  =  (oo,0) = x z p  +  y z p  if (oo, 0)£{x,i/, but (—oo,0) is not in {x.y,r} 
(x + y)zp = (—00,0) = xzp + yzp if (—oo, 0)5{x, y, r}. 
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The modal is the set of functions Dd^ with the modal structure induced from 
Dti^. The induction step of the definition is completed by giving six conditions on the 
functions in the G^-conditions of the following Definition 4.13. 
Since the underlying set of Dd^ is x Gd-i', a function f : R'^ may be 
written as 
f  • -  R "  D d ^ - . x  ^  [ H j ^ { x ) . C j ^ { x ) ) .  
Here Cj'^{x), by the identification of Gd-i^ with S<i. is a convex subset of 
called the crust shadow (in the x-direction). .A.lso 
is a /2*°°-valued function on called the extended-real function part of /. If / 
is taJcen as the support function of a convex subset A' of R"^, then is the traditional 
support function of the closure X of A' in R"^. To complete the description of A', we 
need the intersection of X with its supporting hyperplane in the direction of each non­
zero vector X of which is called the crust of A' (in x direction). The crust is a 
convex subset of the supporting hyperplaxie. It will be described by / as the preimage 
of the crust shadow Cf^{x) in under a aifine isomorphism TT^ from the supporting 
hyperplane to R'^~^ .  Define that for each non-zero point xeB^, 
TT, : {zeB:^\{z\x) = Hj^} U {0} 
is the composite of the restriction of the projection 
R f  U {0} { R ^ j x R )  U {0}; 2 ^ ^ 
with the isomorphism 
e^ R : (i2^/xi?) U {0} R!"-' U {0}. 
z -t- xR if zeR'^ 
0 if z = 0 
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By convention. ~o is defined to be the map 
-0 : {RC/?<'|(R|0) = FFF^(O)} -> U {0}:c 0 i r f f f ~ ( 0 ) = 0  
0  i f =  -3C. 
For a function / in with positively homogeneous and convex extended-real func­
tion part ///^. and for x in define the supercrust (at x) 
/V^(x) = < ///^'(x;y)}. 
For non-zero x, the set A'/*(x) is the intersection of the convex set of having support 
function with its supporting hyperplane {zsR^Kzlx) = ///^(x)}. which will be 
proved in Chapter 5. Thus 
A'/=^(x) C {zeB:^\{z\x) = and 
Vye/2^ A7±(x) C {zeR'My) < Hj^y)}. 
Definition 4.13. The subset Gd^ of for > 0, is defined to be the set of the 
functions f •. Dd^ : x t->- {Hf^{x),C/^(x)) satisfying the following G^-conditions: 
(G^Cl) Vrci?+, Vxc/r', Hf'^iOxr) = Hf^{0)Hf'^{x)r 
(G±C2) Vpe/°,Vx,j/£ir^,/f;^(xyp) < i//±(x)/^/±(y)p 
(G±C3) ^/=^(0H0,-oo} 
(G±C4) VxeR'^.Cf'^ix) C 7r^(A'/=^(x)) 
(G±C5) Vx£L(/f/±),C/*(x) D 7r^(AV=t(xr) 
(G^C6) for all non-zero x,y in 
n r ' i C f ' ^ i x ) )  n { z e R ! ' \ i z \ y )  =  H j ^ v ) }  =  ^ y - ' i C f ' ' { y ) )  H  { z e R % z \ x )  =  i / ; ^ ( x ) }  
It remains to be shown that Gd^ is a submodai of isomorphic with the modal 
{R'^Si, -f, 1°) of convex subsets in R^. This will be done in the next chapter. 
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5 CHARACTERIZATION OF SUPPORT FUNCTIONS 
The modals G'o^ and 1°) are isomorphic, and nnay be identified. On the 
inductive assumption that Gd-i^ is a modal (of support functions of convex subsets) 
that has been identified with +,/"), for (f > 0. Definition 4.13 of the previous 
chapter defined ELS the set of functions from to the modal satisfying the 
G^-conditions. To show that the G^-conditions characterise the support functions of 
convex subsets of we will show that is a submodai of the induced modal Fd^ 
isomorphic to 
Theorem 5.1. Let f : R^°° be convex and positively homogeneous with 
/(O) = 0. There exists zeR'^ such that WxeR^, f{x) > {z\x). 
Proof. /(O) = 0 so that f{R^) C i2°°. Since f is positively homogeneous, it is enough to 
consider it only on 5''"^ = {xeR^\ ||x|| = 1}. 
Let d  = •  I  and 5° = { x e R ^ \  ||x|| = 1}. If Vx£5°, f { x )  >  0, then take z = 0. If there 
exists such that /(u;) < 0, then take z = f{u)u3 so that 
^xeR\ /(x) > (/(u;)u;|x) 
because 
Vx = tuj with ^ > 0, = t f { u } )  — t f { u j )  —  0 
Vx = —tuj with < > 0, f [ — t u } )  —  (/(a;)u;l — t u )  =  t / ( — w) +  >  t f { u j  — u;) = 0. 
Assume that the theorem is true for rf = n — 1. Let d  =  n  and = { x e R ^  \  ||xl| = 
1 } .  I f  V x £ 5 " ~ ^  / ( x )  >  0 ,  t h e n  t a k e  s  =  0 .  I f  t h e r e  e x i s t s  u j e S ^ ~ ^  s u c h  t h a t  f { u j )  <  
0, then ^ 0 so that ^ d. / is continuous on f~^{R^)° so that 
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/"'((—oc.O]) is closed in is compact so that H /"'((—cc.Oj) is 
compact in /"'(/?')". Thus there exists tL'c:/~'((—oc.O]) D such that f { l - )  <  f ( t )  
for all n 5"""'. Cj is not singular for / because )°. Take a function 
f [ x )  -  ( f { S : ) ^ ' \ x ) .  
Then g { u j )  =  f { u j )  —  (/(u,')u;|a.*) = 0. u.' is not singular for g  because 1 '  is not singular for 
/• 
g'{uj\uj) =r-^ g[u;)g{Cjui^)r_ = g{Cj) = 0 and 
g'{uj: -u) =riJS> g{Cj)g{uj{-Cj)^r = -g{Cj) = 0 
because Vr > 2,g{Cb)g{Cj{—ui)^)r_ = g{uj)g{{l—~)u:)r_= —giCb). Take = {xc/J'^Kxp) = 
0}. The restriction ) on Tcj is still satisfying the positive homogeneity and con­
vexity with ^'(a?:0) = 0. By our assumption, there exists zeT^ C R'^ such that 
"ixzTc.g'iCj-^x) > {z\x). 
Claim : Vxs/?'', ^'(w; x) > (i|x). 
Proof-Claim. Suppose that there exists xsB!^ such that g'{Cj\x) < (i|x). Since 
Vx£ro,g'(u;; x) > (ilx) and 0 = g'{uj\uj) = (zjo;) = 0, 
X can be an element of neither 7^ nor {rCj\reR^} so that there exists such that 
X = u j j ^ u j p  or uJi_{—u!)p for some p£l°. 
Assume x = for some ujx^Tcj and pe/°. Since 0 = g'iu; —d>) = (i| — u;) = 0, 
g'{uj;uj^_u}p) < (ilu'xwp) 
=>• yq£l°, /(w;wxtDp)^'(a;;-a;)£ < (2|wj.u;p)(i| - u;)£ 
=» yqel°, g'{u;;iuj.ujp{—u)q)<{z\u;j.up){-u})q). 
If g = T^, then 
7-—t^'x) = < (ipj.wp){-u)g) = 
1 + p - ~ ~ ~ 1 + p  
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This is a contradiction because > (f|^'x). Claim • 
Thus Varc/?'^.(i|x) < g'(S;:x) < g{x) = /{i) - (/(I-p|x) so that (i + /(I.-)c:-|x) < /(x). 
Therefore there exists i + f(uj)u,'£R'^ such that f(x) > (i + /(J;)^'|x). • 
Let Lp ; R^Si —> Fd^\X t->- { f x  ' •  x  > - > •  ( H x ^ { x ) , C x ^ { x ) ) )  { d  >  1) have following 
properties: {i)Hx^ is the support function of the closure A' of A' in R'^S^,. 
= ~xi-^ n {:sR'^ j (~|x) = Hx'^ix)}) is the crust shadow of X in the x-
direction. 
— n 
Lemma 5.2. VXeR'^Sn, X =r:R'' {rc/?''|(r|x) < H x ' ^ i x ) } .  
Proof, (i) Let A" = 0. .Y = 0 so that X Cxtfl-' {z£ R '^\{z\x) < Hx'^ix)} = 0 be­
cause 'ixeR'^.Hx^ix) = —oo. Let A 7^ 0. If x = 0, then X <Z = {cci?''|(c|0) < 
^A'*(0) = 0}. If X 0, then Vj/cA",(y|x) < Hx^{x) = sup{(z|x)|2cA'} so that 
X C {Z£R'^\{Z\X) < HX^{X)}. Then X # 0 and X < HXH^)] 
because Vxei?'', { z £ R ! ^ \ [ z \ x )  <  is closed. 
(ii) Let riR'' {2£i?''|(2|x) < Hx'^ix)} = 0. A Drsfl" {ssfi'^Kzlx) < Hx'^ix)} = 0. Let 
{z£i?''|(z|x) < Hx'^ix)} ^ 0. If ze xcR" {z£i?''|(s|x) < Hx^{x)}, then Vx£i?'^, (5|x) < 
Hx^{x) = sup{(z(x)|0£A'} so that i£A' because 
^ { z e X )  => 3teS'-' = {5£/2''| ||5|i = 1} . {z\t) > HxHt) = sup{(-'|OU-£A'}. •  
Lemma 5.3. A'x^(x) = A" H {zeR"^ | (^Ix) = Hx'^ix)}. 
Proof, (i) 
Kx'^ix) = {zeR:^ 1 VyeR'^, {z\y) < Hx'^'i.x-, y)} 
=yeR'' {zeR'^ I (z|y) < Hx'^'ix^y)} 
=yeR'' {zeR'^ I {z\y) < Hx^'{x\y)}r\y€{l^,-x} {zeR!' | {z\y) < Hx'^'ix-^y)] 
C y i i -  { z e R ! '  I  ( z | y )  <  H x ' ' { y ) } n  { z e R ! '  \  { z \ y )  <  H x ' ^ ' i x - y ) }  
= A' n {zeR^ I {z\x) = (by Lemma 5.2.) 
because Hx'^'ix^y) < Hx^iv) and Hx'^'ix^x) = Hx'^ix), Hx^'{x\-x) = -Hx'^ix). 
T h u s  K x H ^ )  C  X n  { z e R : ^  |  { z \ x )  =  H x ' ^ i x ) ] .  
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(ii) If A' n {Z ER^ I (r|x) = Hx'^ix)} = 0. then Kx'{i) D 0. Let A' H {zzR^ | (r|T) = 
0- We can say that Hx^{x)s:R^ and A' ^  0. By Lemma 5.2. 
r  £  X r \ { z z R ' ' \ [ z \ x )  =  H x - { x ) ]  
= {zeR'' I Vyc-/?''.(r|y) < n | iz\x) = Hx^(x)} 
so that 
'iyeR^.Hx'^{x)Hx^{xy^T > (5|x)( =(xy^)r 
= 
Since Hx'^{x)Hx'^{xy^)r is decreasing as r is increasing to oc and 
' i y e R ! ^ . H x ^ { x ) H x ^ { x y - ) r >  (5|y). 
r_ 
there exists Hx^'{x\y) = r'ijS) Hx^{x)Hx^{xy^)z > [Av) for each ysR"^. Thus 
ze{zeR^\\iyeR:'AAy) < ffx=''(x;y)} = A'x^(x). 
Then X n { Z E R:' ] {zjx) = H x ^ [ x ) }  C A'A:^(X). 
Therefore X  fl {ze/?'' [ (s|x) = H x ^ { x ) }  = A'x^(x) by (i) and (ii). • 
Lemma 5.4. The function f p { X )  =  f x  satisfies the conditions (G^Cl) - (G^C6). 
Proof. (G^Cl) - (G^C3) are satisfied because Hx^ is the support function Write 
Kx^{x) for the supercrust Kx^^{x). By Lemma 5.3, 
Cx^'ix) = i,,{Xr\{zeR:'\{z\x) = Hx''[x)}) 
C n,(Xr\{zeR^\{z\x) = Hx^[x)}) 
= 7r,(A^x*(x)) 
so that (G''=C4) is satisfied. If x£L(i/x*),then H x ^ { x ) e R ^  and X  C { z e R ' ' ^  |  (^Ix) = 
Hx^{x)}^ because Hx^{—x) = —Hx^ix) so that 
X C A  C  { z £ i ? ' | V y e i r ' , ( z | y ) < ^ x = ' ( y ) }  
C {zeR" I {z\x) < HX HX ) }  n {zeR" \ {z\ - x) < Hx'^i-x)} 
=  { z e R '  I  ( . - | x )  =  H x ' ^ i x ) } .  
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Thus Ca-±(X) = -AXn{=eR'' i = /fA-='(:R)}) = -.(.Y) D :r,((A')°) = A'A--(X)') 
because A' D X° = (A')'' and A' = KX^'^IX) for X£L(HX^)- Thus (G^'^Co) is satisfied. 
(G^C6) holds for all non-zero x and y because each side of the equality is A' fl {zsR'^ ] 
(r|x) = HX-{X)} n {zsR'^ I (-|y) = HX^'IY)}. • 
We want to show that the two modals Gd^ and -I-. /") are isomorphic. To do 
this, we need to show that there is a one-one correspondence between the sets R'^Si^ and 
Gd^. Define the mapping 
R''S^•J^Xf (5.1) 
with 
Xf =x?R-' Pf'^ix) 
where P^=^(x) = {zeR!^\iz\x) < Hf^{x)} U Tr^-'iCj'^ix)). 
Lemma 5.5. If / = ^{X) for 0 ^ XsR^S, then A'/^(0)° C Pf^{x) for every xeR"^. 
P r o o f .  B y  L e m m a  5 . 4 ,  ^ p i X )  =  f  s a t i s f i e s  G ^ - c o n d i t i o n s  a n d  0 £ L { H f ^ ) .  
x = 0 => {0} = 7RO(A'/=^(0)°) C C/^(0) C 7RO(A'^(0)) = {0} C R<'-' 
i.e.C/±(0) = {0} 
P/±(0) =  { z \ { z \ 0 )  <  H f ^ i O )  = 0} U 7ro-U{0}) 
= 0U7ro-n{O}) = R'^-'. 
Thus A7^(0)° C R'^-' = P/=^(0). 
7r,-i(C/^(x)) ifx£L(/f/=^)(by (G±C5)) 
{ Z \ { Z \ X ) < H J H ^ ) }  \ I ^ { X E L { H J ^ ) ) .  
X # 0 => A7=^(0)° C 
Thus A'/^CO)" C Pf^[x) for x ^ 0. • 
Lemma 5.6. If / = '^{X) for 0 ^ XeR^S and Xf =X C R '^ P/'^(X), then X and Xj 
axe the same. 
Proof.(i) Since the extended-real function part is the support function of the closure 
4S 
of A', for each 
X  =  { r c / 2 ' ' | ( - | x ) < / / / ^ ( x ) } n A  
C {c£/?<'|(r|x) < H f H x ) ]  U [{cc/Z-'Kclx) = H r i x ) }  n A'] 
C {--c/2'^|(r|x) < Hf^ix)} U -,-'(0-(x)) 
= P j H x ) .  
X C Xf =z?R'^ Pf^{x). 
(ii) By Lemma 5.5 , A'/ ^ 0. 
VG > 0. VXC5''~\P/*(ax) = P/'^ix) (5.2) 
because 
Pf'^iax) = {z£R'^\{z\ a x )  <  H f ' ^ { a x ) } U T r a x ~ ^ ( C f ' ^ { a x ) )  
= {zeR'^\{z\ax) < Hj^{ax)} U [{zeR'^\{z\ax) = Hf^{ax)} n A'] 
= {zeR'Mx) < HjHx)} U [{zeR^KzIX) = Hj^x)} n A] 
= {zeR''\{z\x) < Hf^ix)} U 7r,-HO±(x)) 
= P A X ) .  
because 7ro~^(C/''^(0)) = 
A/ = xcfl'' Pf^{x) 
= Pf'^iO) n Pf'^ix)] 
n ^ , 
= P/ (0) n [xcS''-' P/ (x)] because of (5.2) 
n 
=  xeS"'-' P f  ( x )  because P/ (0) = R ' ^  
= {2£P^|(2|x) < /^/=^(x)}] 
Uirss"-^ {ir,-HCAx)) n (y=s''-.v^x {zeP-^K^Iy) < Hj^iy)})}] 
(5.3) 
U[(xe>lcS''-' {zeRf^\{z\x) < Hj'^ix)}) n (yeS-'-'-A ^y"HC'/'^(y))))] 
U[x£^-« {{zeR'^\{z\ x )  <  H f ' ^ i x ) }  n (yeS-'-'.y^x TTj,"^ (C/'''(l/) ) ) }] 
U[x,'S-' {7r^"^(C/=^(x))}]. 
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If u s X f .  then we can consider whether 
u£ {:sR |{r|i) < / { f ~ ( x ) }  or not. 
n 
If u is not in IES''-' {:S R |(rjx) < H/'ii)}. then u must be an element of 
f o r  s o m e  x  i n  s o  t h a t  u s X  b e c a u s e  7 r ^ ~ ' ( C / ^ ( x ) )  =  A '  H  { r c / ? ' ' | ( r | a - )  =  H / ^ ( x ) } .  
Otherwise. 
u  c X.5-' {cc-/?<'|(r|x) < H f ^ ( x ) }  = >  L ( H y ^ )  = {0} 
because 
30 7^ 3X£5''-' . = -Hs'^[x)zR' 
so that 
xes"-' {zeR:^\{z\x) < Hs'^ix)] 
C {Z £R :^\{Z \X ) < H f ' ^ i x ) }  n { z s R % z \  - x )  <  
= 0 
since (sj — x) < Hj^{—x) =>• —{z\x) < -Hj'^ix) (sjx) > H f ^ { x ) .  By assumption of 
u, VX£5''~\ (till) < Hf^{x) so take V = {zeR^\'^x£S'^~^, (sjx) < ^{Hj'^ix) — (u|x)}}. 
Then OeV" so that there exists an open ball 5r(0) = {«/f I ||z|| < r} in R'^ such that 
0£Br(0) C V° because of following 3 facts: 
(1) Let f : R^ R^°°;x Hf^(x) — {u\x). f is positively homogeneous and convex 
with /(O) = 0 so that 
V = {zeR'^lVxeS'^-', (z|x) < - («k)}} 
= {zeR^fVxeR:^, {z\x) < i/(x)} 
= xcs"-' {zeR^l {z\x) < \f{x)} 
is a non-empty closed subset in R^ by Theorem 5.1 since VXER^, (^k) < 
is closed in R'^. 
(2) If QeV — V° for a convex set V =rcS''-' {zeR'^\{z\x) < ^{Hj^{x) — (u|x)}}, 
then there exists xeS"^'^ such that Hf^{x) — (u|x) = 0. This is a contradiction to our 
a s s u m p t i o n  \ / x £ S ' ^ ~ ^ ,  ( " l ^ r )  <  H f ^ { x ) .  
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(3) L{Hf^) = {0} so that L(/) = {0} because 
0 # i s L { f )  = >  3 x =  •  f i - i )  =  
i f { - x )  =  H f ' ^ I - x )  -  (u| - T )  =  -  (u|a-) = - f { x ] . )  
So the relative interior V °  is same zis the set of the interior points in \ 
Thus u c u + B r { 0 )  C u + V' because 
u  + 5r(0) C u  +  V  {  since 0c5r(0) C V °  C V  )  
= u + (i|i) < - (fix)}} 
SO that 
2£-V => Vz£5''"S (u + 2|x) = ("|^) + (^k) 
= \ { H f ' ^ { x )  +  { u \ x ) ]  
< Hs'^ix) 
since Vx£5''~S (ti|x) < H j ' ^ l x ) .  Thus " i z e V ^ u  + z z X ° .  i.e. u = u + O e X .  
By (a) and (b), X j  C X 
Therefore A' = Xj by (i) and (ii). • 
Lemma 5.7. ip is one-one correspondence between and {R'^Sit, +, 1°). 
Proof.(i) Let / = ^(X) for some 0 # XeR^S. i.e. f{x) = C/^(x)). ///^(O) = 
= 0 so that Q e L { H f ^ ) .  X j  is defined by X /  = ZCR' '  P f ^ { x )  where P/^(x) = 
{z\{z\x) < HJ'^{X)]\JTT^-''{CJ^{X)). Because = ///=^'(0;x), 
{zeR'^\ixeR^, (^Ix) < ///=^(x)} 
= {zeR^\ixR^, {z\x) < x)} 
= A7^(0) 
so that A7^(0) is non-empty by Theorem 5.1. 
0^ A0^=(A'/=^(O))-
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so that /\/^(0)'' is non-empty. Because of Lemma 5.5. 
Xf =r?R'' P/^(x) D k'r(Or ^ 0 (5.4) 
so that X j  is non-empty. Each P f ^ { x )  is conve.x so that X j  P j ~ { x )  is also. i.e. 
Xf is a non-empty conve.x subset of R'^. By Lemma 5.6. A' and Xf are same. 
(ii)IfA' =0. thenWxsR'^Jii) = {-oc.0) = {Hx^{x).Cx'^ix)). Thus^xsR'^. Pf'^ix) 
0 so that Xf = nPf^{x) = 0. 
n ^ 
If Xf = 0, then 0 = Xf = P/ (0) fl {ojtxcR'' P/^(i)} where 
PAo) = < 
0 if H f ^ { 0 )  =  - o o  
if i7y*(0) = 0. 
Thus if P/*(0) = 0, then Hf'^{Q) = —oo so that it is clear that X = 0. If P/^(0) = 
n 
then Xf =xcR'' Pf (x) D Kf (0)° 0 by Lemma 5.5. This is a contradiction to our 
assumption X/ = 0. 
By (i) and (ii), = 1 : R!^Sji -> R^S^. Therefore is one-one correspondence 
between and by Lemma 5.6. • 
Lemma 5.8 below shows that = 1 : Gd^ —> Gd^- A function / in Gd^ specifies a 
convex set f^ = X according to Equation (5.1). Then the set X determines a function 
Xip = fx in Gd"^. 
Lemma 5.8. The function / and f x  agree. 
Proof. If / is in G d ^ ,  then the extended-real function peirt /f/^(0)c{0, —00}. Let 
Hf^{0) = —00. By the properties of the extended-real function in Chapter 4, "ixeR^, 
. J- n 
H f  ( x )  = —00 so that f { x )  = (—00,0). Thus " i x e R ^ . P f  [ x ]  = 0 and =xeR'^ 
Pf'^[x) — 0. VxeR'^, f^{x) = (—oc, 0) so that they are the sajne. 
Let H f ^ { 0 )  = 0 for f e G d ^ -  The extended-reaJ function part of / is the support 
function of the supercrust Y = Kf^{0). The extended-reaJ function paxt of fx is the 
_ , n 
support function of the closure X of X =xcR'^ Pf (x). Thus the equality of the real 
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function parts of the two functions will follow from the equality = .V. Xow 
— ~ I ^ X 
,V = rrfl'' Py (x) C xtR'^P(^{x) 
= x-'fl''{r|(r|x) < 
= AV±(0) 
= Y'. 
Conversely, consider Y  = >' = Y ° by Theorem 3.4.(c) in [3]. Each element y  of Y  is 
the limit of a sequence of points y„ of Y°. If x is not a linearity point of then 
Vyn£Y%{yr,\x) < Hf'^'iO^x) = Hj'^ix) 
because Y = A'/*(0). If x is a linearity point of Hf^, so that Y  C A/^(x), then 
C KjHxY C 7r,-HC/=t(x)), 
because the latter containment holds by (G^C5). Because of the definition of P/^(x). 
i/n lies in Pj (x) for all x in Br, whence yn^X =xcR'^ P/ (x). Taking the limit, we obtain 
yeX. 
It remains to show that the crust shadow C/^(x) of / and 
1t,([o*ytR' P/'^iy)] n {3|(z|l) = (5.5) 
of f x  agree for all i in i?' when H f ^ { 0 )  = 0. For x = 0, 
C/*(0) = {0} = P/*(y)] n {.-|(r|0) = ffy*(0)}) 
in Let x be non-zero. Now for non-zero y e f H ^ ,  
n {z|(2|t/) < i?/*{y)}J 
Ul>r.-'{C/*(x)) n {2|(i|») = «/*(!,)}] 
= [".-'(.cfyx)) n {zK^b) < ff/*(y)}I 
uk,-'{C/^(»)) n = H ! ^ ( X ) } \  
C {z|(.-|y) < U "y-HCfyy)) 
= ?/*(») 
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because the second equality holds by (G^C6). Thus 
C Pj^iy)] n {c|(.-|x) = 
Applying the afEne isomorphism gives the containment of C/~(j) in Equation (5.5). 
Conversely, 
P/^(!/)] n {;|(;|i) = 
C !r,(P,±(x)n{=|(=|i) = ffy±(r)}) 
= T,(:r,-'(C/*(x)) n = H/*(x)}) 
C  7 r , ( x . - ' ( C / * ( i ) ) )  
= C-,±(i), 
giving the contaimnent of Equation (5.5) in Cj'^ix). • 
We want to show that Gd^ and axe isomorphic modzils. We need the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 5.9. VA, BeR^Sz, Vp£/°, 0 xeR^, 
l A  n {z|{z|i) = %^'(i)}]lB n {z|(z|i) = %*(x)}1p 
= ABpn{z|(2|x) = ffjs/(i)}. 
Proof, (i) Let A = 0or fi = 0. WLOG assume that A = 0. Because 
VXe/r'Se, 0^P = 0 = ^ 0P, 
The left hajid side and right hand side of Equation (5.6) are both equal to 0. 
(ii) Let A ^ 0 zind B ^ 0. 
(a) Let A f \ { z \ { z \ x )  = //j^(x)} = 0 or B r \ { z \ { z \ x )  = H-^^ix)} = 0. The left heind side 
of Equation (5.6) is 0 so that 0 is a subset of the right haxid side of Equation (5.6). 
Let A n { z \ [ z \ x )  = ^ 0 and B  n {z|(2|x) = H B *-[X )} ^ 0. There exist aeA 
and heB such that (a|x) = Hj^{x)eR^ and (6|x) = H-g^{x)eB}. 
Claim. H-x^{x)H-g^{x)p = H-^-B^^{x) 
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pf-Claim)(=i') By the definition of the support function on the convex set A' in R'^S. 
3 sequences (r, J C A and(r6j C 5. (r,Jx) t %^(a-)and(r6jT) f Hg'ix) 
( - a „ k ) ( ; 6 „ l x ) p  =  ( r a „ C ( , „ p j x )  <  s u p { ( r j i ) l - c : . 4 B p }  f o r  a n y  n  
(•^) The other direction can be shown as follows: since psl°. 
= sup{(a6p|x)|acX6£B} 
< sup{(alx)|a£.4} sup{(6|x)(6£fi}p 
Claim • 
Thus abpeABp and, by the claim, 
(a6p|x) = (a(x)(6(x)p= i/x'^(x)%=^(x)p = H -^-Q ^[X ]. 
Thus the left hand side of Equation (5.6) is contained in the right hajid side of Equation 
(5.6). 
(b) Let ABp_r\ {2:|(s|x) = ^ASP^(^)} ~ ®- clear that 
0 C [A n {zK^lx) = H x ^ { x ) } ] [ B  n { z \ { z \ x )  =  H - f f ^ { x ) } ] p .  
Assume that there exist u s A B p D  { z \ { 2 \ x )  =  There exist a e A  aind beB 
such that (a6p|x) = H-^-gp^ix) where u = abp. If aeA is not in { z \ { z \ x )  =  ^ ^^(x)}, 
then (a|x) < i/j^(x). But (6|x) < H-Q^{X). Then 
(a6p|x) = (a|x)(6|x)p< H-^'^{x)H-g^{x)p= Hj-g^^{x). 
Thus a  must be in { z \ { z \ x )  = H - ^ ^ { x ) } .  Similaxily 6 must be in { z \ { z \ x )  =  H - g ^ { x ) } .  
Thus u = abpe[Ar\ {z\{z\x) = H-^^{x)}][B C\ {i|(2|x) = //g^(x)}]p. So the right hand 
side of Equation (5.6) is contained in the left hand side of Equation (5.6). 
Therefore the equality in Equation (5.6) is established by (i) and (ii). • 
Lemma 5.10. The mapping .p ; [R^Sz. +. 1°) -?• is a modal homomorphism. 
Proof. It must be shown that A, 
^ { A  +  B )  =  i j p { A )  + '-piB) and .piABp) = ••p{Ay^{B)p. 
These mean that following two equations should be established; "ixeR^. Vpf/". 
(/f.4+B'^(x),C4+B^(x)) = (/^A±(x).0*(r)) + {Hb''{i).Cb^{X)) (5.7) 
{HABAx),CabvJ'{X)) = {HAHX\CA''[X)){HBHX).CBHX))P. (5.8) 
We have the expression 
A^ B = A\J BU (P^" ASP). 
Let A = 0. Vxsi?', HA ^{X ) = -co andCA=^(x) = 0- \fBeR'^Si,ABp = 0 = 
A eind A + B = B so that the left hand sides of Equations (5.7) and (5.8) become 
(HJ+B''(I),CA+S*(I)) = (HS*(I),CB^(X)) and 
{HabAi),CAB/(x)) = (Hj±(i),Cj*(i)). 
Also the right hand sides of Equation (5.7) and (5.8) become 
(/fj±(i),Cx^{i)) + (HB*(I),CS^(:!:)) 
= (-OO,0) + (HB*(I),CS*(I)) 
= {HB^{x),Cg^[x)) and 
(H^^(l),CA*(x)){i/B*(x),CB^(x))p 
= (-OO,0)(tfB*(l),CB*(x))£ 
= (/f^±(x).Cj±(x)) 
Thus Equation (5.7) eind (5.8) are true when A = 0 or B = 0. 
Let A and B be in R^S. When XeR^S, 
/fA'^(O) = 0 and Cx=^(0) = 0. 
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so thai Equation (5.7) and (5.S) are true when x = 0. Take a non-zero x in We 
need following claim at first. 
Claim. H A +B ^{^) = + H B ^{I ) 
pf - Claim) 
Ha+b'^[i) = sup{(r|x)|cc.4 + 5 = .4 U ^ U (p^° .45p)} 
= ma.x{sup{(r|x)|cc.4}.sup{(c|x)|c£5}.sup{(rix)|rc A B p } }  
= max{sup{(r|x)|c£.4},sup{(c|x)|c£5}} 
= + /fB^(x) 
because 'Vp£l°, VasA^ "iheB, 
(a6p|x) = (a|x)(6|x)p < sup{(::|x)|2£/l} sup{(2|x)|z£5}p 
<  m c i x { s u p { ( z | x ) | 2 £ i 4 } , s u p { (  
so that sup{(r|x)|z£ .45p} < max{sup{(r|x)|r£:.4}, sup{(2|x)|5£5}}. Claim • 
T h ere  are two possibilities for i/yi'^(x) and iffl^(x) ; HA^{X) = HB^{X) or HA^{X) > 
HB^{^)- If HA^{X) > HB^{X), then the right haxid side of Equation (5.7) will be 
(i/^±(x), C^^(x)) + (//b*(X), C B ^ [ X ) )  =  Cx^(x)). 
By the above claim emd condition, the left side hand of Equation (5.7) will be 
[ H a ^ B H ^ Y C A ^ B H ^ ) )  = { H A H ^ ) . C A ^ B H = ^ ) )  
because H A +B ^{X ) = H A ^{X ) + H B ^{X ) = H A ^{X ). We have to show that C A +B '{X ) = 
CA^{X) when HA^{X) > HB^{X). Since 
CA+B'^ix) = 7r,{{A + B)n{z\{z\x) = HA+BH^)}) 
= 7rr((A + B) n {sKrjx) = i/>i='=(x)}) and 
Ca=^(x) = 7r,(An{2|(z|x) = i/^=^(x)}), 
it is enough to show that 
(A + B) n {j|(i|i) = = /in {z|(:|x) = 
Since H A ^{X ) > H B ^{X ). 5n{r|(c|x) = H A ^{X )}=% = .45pn {r|(r|a-) = H A ^{X )} for 
each pel° because 
(i) 3 U E R ^  . U E B  r \  { z \ { z \ x )  =  H a-{X )} 
3beB .{b\x) = H A ~ { X )  
(contradiction because (6|x) < H B ^{X ) < H A ^{X ).) 
(ii) 3ueR'^. u£(ABp) n {r l ( - jx )  = H A ^ ^ i x ) }  
=?• 3abp£ABp. {abp\x) = H A ^{X ) 
(contradiction because (a6p|x) = (a|x)(6|x)p < Ha^{X )HB '^ {X )P  < Ha^{X ) . )  
Thus, by the above ajgument, 
{ A  +  B ) r \ { z \ { z \ x )  =  H A ' ' { x ) ]  
= (.4 U 5 U (p^" A B p ) )  n {r|(2|i) = H A ^{X )} 
= (A n { z \ { z \ x )  =  H A H X ) } )  U (5 n { z \ { z \ x )  =  H A ^ ' T X ) } )  
U(pi/<' [ABpC] {z|(s|x) = H A ' ^ i x ) } ) )  
= Ar\{z\{z\x) = 
If H A  { x )  =  H B ^ { X ) ,  then the right hand side of Equation (5.7) will be 
+ (HBHX].CBHX)) = (FFA*(I),C^*(X) + CB*(I)) 
By the claim ajid assumption, the left hajid side of Equation (5.7) will be 
{Ha+b''{x),CA^B''{X)) = {HAHX),CA+BHX)) 
because Ha+b^{X ) = Ha^{X ) + Hb^{X ) = Ha^{X ). We have to show CA+B^ix) = 
C A ^ [ X )  +  C s ^ ( x ) .  S i n c e  i s  a n  a f f i n e  i s o m o r p h i s m  a n d  C x ^ { x )  =  T T X I X  H  { Z \ { Z \ X )  =  
Hx^{x)}), it is enough to show that, when HA+b*^{X) = HA^{X), 
{ A ^ B ) f ^ { z \ { z \ x )  =  H A ^ ^ i x ) }  =  { A r \ { z \ { z \ x )  =  ^ ^ = ^ ( x ) } )  +  ( 5 n  { z | ( ^ | x )  =  i / 4 = ^ ( x ) } .  
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(.4 + B) n {-H(.-|i) = ff^±(x)} 
= (.4 u B u A B p ) }  n {=|(z|x) = 
= (.4n {.-Krli) = u (B n {c|{c|i) = ffj±(i)}) 
U(p.r ( A B p n  {;|(.-|x) = B^*(r)})) 
= (.4 n {r|(i|r) = u (B n {.-|(;|i) = ) 
(.4n {c|(.-|i) = /fx*(x)})(Bn {,-|(-|i) = H^'=(x)})p) 
= (.4 n {.-I(^|x) = + (B n {.-|(r|i) = 
because Vp£/°. 
A B p n  { z | ( r l x )  =  H A ' ^ i x ) }  =  ( A D  { r l ( r l x )  =  / f . 4 * ( x ) } ) ( B n  { r | ( r | x )  =  
since 
ABpn{z|(2|i) = /?^±(i)} = ABpn{z\(z\x)= 
= ABpn {i|(i|i) = 
=  { A n  {j|(z|i) = B^^(i)})(Bn {z|(z|i) = 
Thus Equation (5.7) is established. 
In Equation (5.8), Wpel", HABP^{X) = HA^{X)HB^{X)P and 
C A H X ) C B H X ) P  = n M ^ { A { A ^ )  =  H A H x ) } ) T ^ . { B n { z \ { z \ x )  =  H B H x ) } ) p  
= 7r,([A n  {z\{z\x) = HA'^ixMB n  {z\{z\x) = H b H = ^ ) } ] p )  
= Tri:[ABpC\ {z\{z\x) = Ha^{X)Hb^{X)'^) (by Lemma 5.5) 
= iTxiABpn {2l(2|x) = HABp'^'ix)}) 
= Cabp^{x). 
Thus Equation (5.8) is established. 
Therefore ip : +, 1°) —^ Gd^ is a modal homomorphism. • 
Theorem 5.11. (p : +, 1°) is a modal isomorphism. 
Proof. is one-to-one correspondence by Lemma 5.7 and tp is a modal homomorphism 
by Lemma 5.10. Therefore is shown to be a modsJ isomorphism. • 
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Gd^ is a modal isomorphic to {R'^Si, +. 1°) and Gd^ is a set of the support functions 
in Fd^, satisfying G'^-conditions C7*Cl - G^C6. Therefore a submodal Gd^ satisfying 
G^-conditions in Fj* is isomorphic to modal (+./") of convex subsets in R'^. 
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